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ABSTRACT 
  
In electric power systems, phasor measurement units (PMUs) are capable 
of providing synchronized voltage and current phasor measurements which are 
superior to conventional measurements collected by the supervisory control and 
data acquisition (SCADA) system in terms of resolution and accuracy.  These 
measurements are known as synchrophasor measurements.  Considerable research 
work has been done on the applications of PMU measurements based on the as-
sumption that a high level of accuracy is obtained in the field.  The study in this 
dissertation is conducted to address the basic issue concerning the accuracy of ac-
tual PMU measurements in the field. 
Synchronization is one of the important features of PMU measurements.  
However, the study presented in this dissertation reveals that the problem of 
faulty synchronization between measurements with the same time stamps from 
different PMUs exists.  A Kalman filter model is proposed to analyze and calcu-
late the time skew error caused by faulty synchronization. 
In order to achieve a high level of accuracy of PMU measurements, inno-
vative methods are proposed to detect and identify system state changes or bad 
data which are reflected by changes in the measurements.  This procedure is ap-
plied as a key step in adaptive Kalman filtering of PMU measurements to over-
come the insensitivity of a conventional Kalman filter. 
Calibration of PMU measurements is implemented in specific PMU instal-
lation scenarios using transmission line (TL) parameters from operation planning 
data.  The voltage and current correction factors calculated from the calibration 
  ii 
procedure indicate the possible errors in PMU measurements.  Correction factors 
can be applied in on-line calibration of PMU measurements. 
A study is conducted to address an important issue when integrating PMU 
measurements into state estimation.  The reporting rate of PMU measurements is 
much higher than that of the measurements collected by the SCADA.  The ques-
tion of how to buffer PMU measurements is raised.  The impact of PMU meas-
urement buffer length on state estimation is discussed.  A method based on hy-
pothesis testing is proposed to determine the optimal buffer length of PMU meas-
urements considering the two conflicting features of PMU measurements, i. e. un-
certainty and variability.  Results are presented for actual PMU synchrophasor 
measurements. 
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Chapter 1  
PHASOR MEASUREMENT UNITS IN ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS 
1.1 Introduction 
Phasor measurement units (PMUs) have been widely installed in power 
systems in recent years.  In many references, the accuracy of PMU measurements 
is assumed to be higher than that of conventional measurements, such as power 
injections via current and potential transformers, voltage magnitude measure-
ments, current magnitude measurements, and branch power flows collected by the 
supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system.  One of the important 
features of PMU measurements is the synchronization indicated by the time 
stamps.  The global positioning system (GPS) provides the one pulse per second 
(1 PPS) signal which is used for the same time sampling at different locations.  
The precision of the 1 PPS signal is within 1 microsecond.  IEEE Std. C37.118 [1] 
lays the ground work to standardize the measurements from different vendors.  
Reference [2] introduces the revised version of the standard, and highlights the 
differences between the old and new requirements.  PMUs have the capability to 
provide three phase detail (including their symmetrical components) down to a 
time resolution of 1/60 second in a 60 Hz system. 
The accuracy of a synchrophasor is measured by the total vector error 
(TVE).  A pure sinusoidal quantity is given by the following equation, 
 )cos()(   tXtx m  (1-1) 
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The sinusoid is commonly represented in terms of its root mean square values by 
a complex phasor, 
 jm
ir e
X
jXXX
2
  (1-2) 
where  depends on the time starting point.  The definition of TVE [1] is given by 
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  (1-3)  
where )(nX r  and )(nX i  are the measured values from the measuring device, and 
rX  and iX  are the theoretical values of the input signal. 
There are few references in the literature that address the issue of accuracy 
of actual PMU measurements:  many research results are based on simulation 
with the assumption that PMU measurements are very accurate.  The TVE is help-
ful in evaluating the performance of a PMU, but it is only available under a cali-
bration and test environment.  Under practical operating conditions, power system 
states are desired by control centers in order to capture the system conditions and 
ensure the security and reliability of the system.  As a result, it is meaningful to 
evaluate the accuracy of raw, actual PMU measurements, identify the discrepan-
cies, and propose correction methods. 
In the mean time, some new issues are raised when integrating PMU 
measurements into practical applications.  Due to the different reporting rates of 
PMU measurements and SCADA data, one important issue of how to determine 
the optimal buffer length of PMU measurements is addressed in this dissertation 
when integrating PMU measurements into state estimation. 
  3 
1.2 Literature review 
Considerable research has been done to address the issue of how to utilize 
the PMU measurements for improved monitoring, protection and control of power 
systems.  A brief introduction of applications of synchronized phasor measure-
ments in power systems is provided in [3].  In this subsection, a literature review 
of applications of PMU measurements in power systems is presented.  The dis-
cussion is partitioned into four categories: a) state estimation, b) angle stability, c) 
voltage stability, and d) other applications. 
a) State estimation 
State estimation is a key function in the energy management system for 
the secure operation of power systems.  It is commonly formulated as a weighted 
least square (WLS) problem to obtain the best estimate of system states based on 
a set of measurements [4].  The conventional measurements obtained from the 
SCADA system for the state estimator include branch flows, power injections and 
voltage and current magnitudes.  Since the formulated functions for state estima-
tion are nonlinear, linearization of the functions are used, and the WLS problem is 
solved by an iterative scheme.  PMUs provide voltage and current phasors direct-
ly.  If the observability and redundancy requirements are met by installing a suffi-
cient number of PMUs to provide phasor measurements, it is possible to imple-
ment a linear state estimation.  A two-level linear state estimator is presented in 
[5][6].  A state estimator exclusively based on PMU measurements can be applied 
in portions of practical systems when the requirements of observability and re-
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dundancy are met for specific portions of the whole system.  A practical example 
is provided in [7]. 
There are many issues regarding integration of PMU measurements into 
state estimation [8].  One of the important issues deals with optimal placement of 
PMUs to minimize the number of PMUs and maximize the measurement redun-
dancy simultaneously.  References on PMU placement problem include [9]-[14].  
The reliability problem is also discussed under conditions including loss or failure 
of PMUs as well as line or transformer outages in [9]-[13]. 
Even though the availability of PMU measurements has gradually in-
creased, the number of PMUs in practical systems is still not sufficient to imple-
ment a linear state estimator.  As a result, a hybrid state estimator with conven-
tional and PMU measurements as the inputs is an efficient approach to using 
PMU measurements, and is the necessary transition step to a complete linear state 
estimator.  In [15], an alternative method is proposed to use PMU measurements 
as a post-processing step after traditional state estimation.  A constrained formula-
tion for hybrid state estimation is presented in [16] to improve the accuracy of 
state estimation.  Inclusion of PMU current phasor measurements in a state esti-
mator is presented in [17].  Bad data detection and network parameter error identi-
fication in state estimation with PMU measurements is discussed in [18] and [19] 
respectively.  The effect of PMU measurements on the choice of the reference bus 
in state estimation is presented in [20].  A distributed state estimator using syn-
chronized phasor measurements is presented in [21]-[22] where PMU measure-
ments are applied to aggregate the results from subsystem state estimation. 
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b) Angle stability 
As more PMUs are installed in power systems, real-time measurements 
become available for on-line dynamic monitoring.  As an example, on-line moni-
toring of rotor angle stability based on PMU measurements is presented in [23].  
The rotor angle and speed of synchronous generators are the most important vari-
ables for real-time monitoring and controlling transient stability.  These two 
measurements are essential in developing a controller to enhance system stability 
and reliability.  The extended Kalman filter is a Kalman filter that accommodates 
nonlinear models and plants, and may be applied to estimate the rotor angle and 
speed of a synchronous machine based on PMU measurements [24]. The unscent-
ed Kalman filter [25] which is a straightforward extension of the unscented trans-
formation to recursive estimation is able to overcome the drawbacks of the ex-
tended Kalman filter, and this configuration is applied in [26].  PMU measure-
ments are also used to construct simplified interarea models of large power sys-
tems for wide-area analysis and control [27]. 
Reference [28] presents a theoretical basis and signal-processing approach 
for electromechanical mode estimation using PMU measurements.  A PMU data 
based method is proposed for online estimation of power system electromechani-
cal modes in [29].  Empirical mode decomposition based on masking signal ap-
proach is applied to effectively handle the mode mixing problem with the help of 
real-time signals provided by PMUs [30]. 
In [31], PMU measurements are used to trigger one-shot control in re-
sponse to loss of synchronism detection.  An adaptive phasor power oscillation 
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damping controller is proposed using the time stamps of PMU measurements to 
compensate for time-varying latency [32].  A new nonlinear control of flexible ac 
transmission systems controllers with inputs including PMU measurements to 
damp interarea oscillations is introduced in [33]. 
c) Voltage stability 
Real-time voltage instability risk indicators are required to solve voltage 
stability and security problems in power systems.  A real-time voltage instability 
identification algorithm based on local phasor measurements is illustrated in [34].  
The performance of the algorithm is evaluated by a detailed sensitivity analysis.  
Two wide-area voltage protection methods are presented in [35].  The Thévenin 
equivalent circuit seen by a specific high voltage bus is calculated in real-time to 
provide a voltage instability index in the first cited method.  In the second method, 
an effective coordination among different voltage regulators according to their 
hierarchies is implemented.  In [36], a new concept called a “coupled single-port 
circuit” is proposed to overcome the problems with impedance matching since 
power system loads are nonlinear and dynamic.  A real-time voltage stability 
monitoring scheme is developed based on PMU measurements without estimating 
Thévenin parameters. 
A method for quick estimation of the long-term voltage stability margin is 
developed based on an artificial neural network in [37].  The node voltage magni-
tudes and phase angles which can be provided by PMUs in real time are identified 
as the best predictors of voltage stability margin in that paper.  An online voltage 
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security assessment scheme using PMU measurements and periodically updated 
decision trees to prevent voltage collapse after contingencies is presented in [38]. 
d) Other applications 
The ultimate objectives of other applications of PMU measurements are to 
obtain improved stability and reliability of power systems.  In this category, re-
search work on applications of PMU measurements in model validation, line out-
age detection, fault detection and location, and power system protection are pre-
sented. 
In [39], PMU measurements are used to validate models of fixed speed in-
duction generator-based wind farms during frequency transients.  In [40], three 
major tests were performed to validate system performance and modeling using 
measurements from wide-area measurement system.  In [41], an algorithm is de-
veloped to detect a single line outage based on PMU measurements and pre-
outage system topology information.  Further research on detection of double line 
outages is presented in [42]. 
A series of research papers has been published on fault detection and fault 
location for transmission lines based on PMU measurements [43]-[47].  The basic 
principles and philosophy for wide-area protection schemes are described in [48]. 
A remote backup protection scheme is proposed for supervised zone-3 operation 
of distance relays [49].  The fault on a transmission line is detected from the re-
sidual vector of a synchrophasor state estimator.  A wide area backup protection 
algorithm is proposed to identify the fault branch based on analyzing the fault 
steady state component of differential current in each protection correlation region 
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[50].  The protection correlation region is constructed based on network topology 
and placement of PMUs.  An adaptive protection scheme based on PMU meas-
urements for both transposed and untransposed parallel transmission lines is de-
scribed in [51]. 
1.3 Motivation for the study 
Synchronized PMU measurements are inherently superior to conventional 
measurements in terms of resolution and accuracy.  This is the case since syn-
chronized measurements can be used to obtain an accurate time synchronized 
snapshot of the system parameters and hence an accurate snapshot of state of the 
system.  Asynchronous measurements do not afford the commonality of time, and 
the system parameters may be displaced in time thus creating an erroneous system 
state. Synchronization is an important feature of PMU measurements.  However, 
most research that has been done on applications of PMU measurements in power 
systems is based on the assumption that the expected accuracy and synchroniza-
tion is obtained in the field.  In many cases, only simulated PMU measurements 
are used in test beds and in synthetic (i.e., computer simulated) studies.  In order 
to achieve the expected goals to improve power system performance using PMU 
measurements, one basic issue that needs to be addressed is to assess the synchro-
nization of these measurements and their accuracy. 
PMUs can provide measurements at a reporting rate of up to 60 per second 
[1].  The reporting rate of PMUs is much higher than the conventional measure-
ments from SCADA system.  Signal processing technology can be applied to best 
condition PMU measurements for further applications.  A Kalman filter [52] is 
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recommended to be used to remove noise from PMU measurements.  One diffi-
cult issue that needs to be addressed is how to deal with the ‘jumps’ detected from 
PMU measurements.  The ‘jump’ could be a bad datum or a real physical state 
change due to the complexity of power system operating conditions.  Processing 
measurements from one PMU only would result in latency due to the insensitivity 
of a conventional Kalman filter.  The correlations between measurements from 
different PMUs are helpful to determine the nature of the observed ‘jump’.  An 
adaptive Kalman filter could be developed with the ‘jump’ detection and identifi-
cation strategy. 
Due to the different reporting rates of conventional measurements and 
PMU measurements, one issue that needs to be addressed is how to perform state 
estimation using a combination of conventional and PMU measurements.  The 
benefits that would be obtained by processing a buffer of PMU measurements in-
stead of using a single PMU measurement need be carefully studied.  Also the 
optimal buffer length of PMU measurements needs to be determined. 
1.4 Dissertation organization 
The main contents of this dissertation are partitioned into 8 chapters. The 
dissertation is structured as follows:  
In Chapter 1, background, related literature review, and motivation for the 
study are presented. 
In Chapter 2, a time skew problem is identified from actual PMU meas-
urements tagged with the same time stamps.  A Kalman filter model is proposed 
to compensate the time skew error.  
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In Chapter 3, a general idea of an adaptive Kalman filter is proposed to 
process PMU measurements which are a time series contaminated by noises.  A 
question is raised about the ‘jump’ detection and identification between physical 
state changes and bad data. 
In Chapter 4, a bad data detection and identification algorithm is proposed 
based on power transfer distribution factors (PTDFs).  This method can be applied 
to a whole network or portion of a network when the requirements of redundancy 
of PMU measurements are satisfied.  This method can be applied to provide trig-
ger information in real-time processing of PMU measurements. 
In Chapter 5, another bad data identification method based on specific 
PMU installation topology is proposed to perform sanity checks of accuracy of 
PMU measurements.  This method can be applied in cases when the system state 
change identification process is unable to perform due to lack of redundancy of 
PMU measurements from the view of the whole network. 
In Chapter 6, integration of measurements and planning TL parameters is 
applied to test the accuracy of raw PMU measurements.  Large discrepancies are 
observed between the calculated TL parameters and planning TL parameters.  A 
novel calibration method is proposed to match the PMU measurements and plan-
ning TL parameters.  Correction factors are calculated which indicate the potential 
errors in current and voltage phasor measurements from PMUs. 
In Chapter 7, a specific issue is studied when integrating PMU measure-
ments into state estimation.  A hybrid state estimation based on both conventional 
and PMU measurements is the choice before the ultimate transition to a linear 
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state estimation based on PMU measurements exclusively.  Due to the different 
reporting rates of conventional and PMU measurements, research work is done to 
determine the optimal buffer length of PMU measurements to take full advantage 
of the information from PMU data. 
Conclusions, contributions and suggestions for future work are presented 
in Chapter 8. 
In Appendix A, the data sources of PMU measurements are provided.  In 
Appendix B, a sample of Matlab codes is provided. 
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Chapter 2  
THE TIME SKEW PROBLEM IN PMU MEASUREMENTS 
2.1 Time skew in measured data 
In this chapter, the faulty synchronization of PMU measurements is 
termed the ‘time skew’ problem.  The time skew problem is identified based on 
analysis of actual PMU measurements.  Time skew exists between measurements 
from different PMUs even though they are tagged with the same time stamps.  
The origin of the time skew is due to the inaccuracy of the sampling clock associ-
ated with specific PMUs.  As shown in Fig. 2.1, the two measurements from two 
different PMUs are tagged with the same timestamp, even though the two meas-
urements are taken at different instants.  This is just a simple illustration of the 
time skew problem.  For practical PMUs in the field, they receive the 1 PPS sig-
nal from the GPS.  A resynchronization of all sampling clocks is achieved every 
second due to the 1 PPS signal. 
This time skew problem is identified, but solving this problem is not an 
easy task and might not be accomplished in a short term due to procedural con-
straints in the field.  As a result, a method is presented to compensate the time 
skew error.  Analysis shows that the time skew error for one specific PMU with 
time skew problem could be treated as a constant.  Then during each one second 
interval, the time skew errors are compensated before PMU measurements are 
used in further applications.  The recognition of the time skew problem is of great 
importance to applications of PMU measurements in power system monitoring, 
protection and control. 
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Fig. 2.1 Diagrammatic illustration of the time skew problem 
2.2 Identification of the time skew problem 
The existence of the time skew problem has long been recognized in tradi-
tional measurements collected by the SCADA system.  Time synchronization is 
one of the most important features of the time-stamped PMU measurements.  In 
this section, the identification of time skew between PMU measurements is pre-
sented. 
In Fig. 2.2, the relative voltage phase angles calculated based on meas-
urements from two actual PMUs which are installed at 230 kV buses are shown 
over a 3-minute period.  One of the two PMUs is chosen as the reference.  By ob-
servation, the relative voltage angle Va12 ‘oscillates’ in the range of (−1.5 −1.2) 
degrees.  It is possible that the oscillation of Va12 is caused by the changing oper-
ating conditions in the practical system.  This phenomenon is observed consistent-
ly over a long time period.  Another possibility is that the ‘oscillation’ is an ab-
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normal phenomenon.  In the subsequent discussion, analysis is conducted to find 
out the reason for the observed oscillation. 
The raw measurements from the reference PMU are shown by the curve in 
Fig. 2.3(a), and the raw measurements from the other PMU are shown by the 
curve in Fig. 2.3(b).  The curve in Fig. 2.3(a) is relatively smooth, whereas 
‘jumps’ are observed in the curve shown in Fig. 2.3(b).  The jumps happen every 
second.  Indeed, the analysis of the PMU signal in the frequency domain using the 
periodogram which is an estimate of the spectral density confirms this statement.  
The power spectral density is the discrete Fourier transform of the autocorrelation 
function of the signal and is estimated based on the periodogram smoothed using 
Daniell smoothers to obtain consistency [53].  This power spectral density esti-
mate is convenient to detect the existing periodicities of the analyzed signal in the 
presence of short memory or uncorrelated noise. Detecting these periodicities is 
very important in order to remove them and obtain a stationary process.  The 
spectral analysis is also helpful to model the state-space representation model 
used in the Kalman filtering and given in (2-13) and (2-14).  Fig. 2.4 depicts the 
power spectral density estimate of the PMU obtained with the periodogram 
smoothed with Daniell smoothers and obtained using the statistical computing 
program R [54].  A peak is present at 1 Hz which corresponds to the 1 second pe-
riodicity. 
All PMUs are receiving the 1 PPS from the GPS system, and sampling 
clocks are phase-locked to this time pulse.  However, the sampling clocks might 
not be exactly synchronized during each one second interval due to the different 
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accuracy of the clocks, and time skew originates between measurements from dif-
ferent PMUs.  In the following discussion, the origin of the time skew is analyzed 
and a method to compensate the time skew error is also presented. 
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Fig. 2.2 Relative voltage angle based on measurements from PMUs in 3 minutes 
(PMU 2 and PMU 1, data file:#1-4) 
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Fig. 2.3 Voltage angle measurements from two PMUs in the same time period 
(PMU 1 above, PMU 2 below, data file:#1-4) 
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Fig. 2.4 Periodogram power spectral density estimate of relative voltage phase 
angles based on measurements from two PMUs in 3 minutes 
2.3 Origin of the time skew error 
In this section, a discussion of the origin of the time skew problem is pre-
sented.  As stated above, measurements from different PMUs might not be syn-
chronized as shown by the time stamps.  When a sampling clock associated with a 
PMU provides accurate time, the measurement with time stamp is taken exactly at 
the specific instant shown by the time stamp.  However, if a sampling clock asso-
ciated with a PMU does not provide accurate time, the time skew problem occurs. 
Assume the reporting rate of PMUs in a power system is 30 frames per se-
cond.  That is, the measurements are reported every 1/30 second.  Let 1T  denote 
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the time duration that elapses for an accurate clock when a time stamp is generat-
ed, and 2T  for a less accurate clock.  Under the assumption, 1T  equals to 1/30 
second exactly, and 2T  could be greater or less than 1/30 second.  Let   denote 
the time duration error.  Fig. 2.5 and Fig. 2.6 illustrate the time skew between an 
accurate clock and a less accurate clock.  As highlighted by the ellipses in the fig-
ures, the time skew increases in the one second interval.  This assumes that the 
parameter ε is constant.  The measurements from PMUs associated with a less ac-
curate clock are actually not synchronized because they are not taken at the in-
stants shown by the time stamps.  As observed from Fig. 2.3, the 1 PPS signal 
plays a resetting role to make all the clocks to synchronize in the system again.  
This information is also shown in Fig. 2.5 and Fig. 2.6. 
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Fig. 2.5 Time skew originating from a less accurate clock when 2T  is slightly 
greater than 1T  
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Fig. 2.6 Time skew originating from a less accurate clock when 2T  is slightly 
less than 1T  
The question arises as to how to judge whether a clock is accurate or not.  
The voltage phase angle change is used to accomplish the goal.  The voltage angle 
change is defined as 
 TkTkk   )1()(    (2-1) 
where k is the sequence number count, and T  is the reporting interval.  Consider 
the voltage phase angle change 1  when the PMU is associated with an accurate 
clock in a one second interval with reporting rate of 30 per second.  Since the 
clock is accurate, 1T  = 1/30 second.  The voltage phase angle change at each 
reporting interval is given by  
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Consider the voltage phase angle change 2  when the PMU is associated 
with a less accurate clock in a one second interval with 30 measurements.  Since 
the clock is less accurate, 2T  = 1/30  ε.  The voltage phase angle change is  
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Compare the 30
th
 voltage phase angle change in (2-2) and (2-3).  For an 
accurate clock, the time interval is still 1/30 second.  But for a less accurate clock, 
the interval is |1/30  29 | which can be different from 1/30 second.  As a result, 
a large voltage phase angle change is expected.  The examples shown in Fig. 2.7 
from actual measurements illustrate this point.  The curve in Fig. 2.7(a) depicts 
the voltage phase angle change based on measurements from a PMU associated 
with a more accurate clock.  It is observed that the voltage angle changes are rela-
tively small numbers, and the absolute values of the angle changes are in a range 
of [0, 0.06] degree.  As for the curve in Fig. 2.7(b), this plot depicts the voltage 
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phase angle change based on measurements from a PMU associated with a less 
accurate clock. 
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Fig. 2.7 Voltage angle changes from two PMUs in a time period of 10 s (PMU 1 
above, PMU 2 below, data file: #1-4) 
It is clearly seen that spikes occur every second corresponding to the large 
changes as stated in previous discussion.  The absolute values of the spikes are 
about 0.2 degree.  It should be noted that even though the 1 PPS signal plays the 
role of re-synchronizing all the sampling clocks, it is observed from actual meas-
urements that the resynchronization takes place at one reporting step after the 1 
PPS signal shown by the time stamp.  In the subsequent discussion, a Kalman fil-
ter model is proposed to compensate the time skew error. 
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2.4 Compensation of time skew error using a Kalman filter 
2.4.1 The Kalman filter model for time skew problem 
The Kalman filter is a least square error estimator using measurements and 
system information to model the process dynamically [55].  It is a recursive opti-
mal estimator based on the state space representation.  The mathematical model of 
the discrete Kalman filter is presented briefly in the following.  The discrete state 
space representation of the system is formulated as 
 kkkk wxx  1   (2-4) 
 kkkk vxHz    (2-5) 
where kx  is the state vector, k  is the state transition matrix, kw  is the process 
noise, kz  is the measurement vector, kH  is the observation matrix, and kv  is the 
measurement noise.  The random variables kw  and kv  are assumed to be inde-
pendent and normally distributed.  The random variables are independent from 
each other as well.  The covariance matrices for kw  and kv  are given by 
 k
T
kk RwwE )(   (2-6) 
 k
T
kk QvvE )(   (2-7) 
The equations that describe the Kalman filter estimator are divided into 
two steps: time update (predictor) equations and measurement update (corrector) 
equations.  The computation procedure is as follows, 
1) Project the state 
 11 ˆˆ  kkk xx    (2-8) 
2) Project the error covariance matrix 
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 1111 
  k
T
kkkk QPP    (2-9) 
3) Compute the Kalman gain kK  
 1)(   k
T
kkk
T
kkk RHPHHPK   (2-10) 
4) Update estimate with measurement kz  
 ）（   kkkkkk xHzKxx ˆˆˆ   (2-11) 
5) Compute error covariance for the update estimate 
 
 kkkk PHKIP )(   (2-12) 
It is noted that the knowledge, a reasonable assumption or estimation of the initial 
estimate error covariance 0P  and a priori estimate 0xˆ is needed. 
The model to compensate the time skew error in one second interval is 
given by 
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   kkk vxiz  1   (2-14) 
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
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PMU
k
TS
x

, PMU  is the relative voltage angle when choosing one bus 
equipped with PMU without a time skew problem as the reference, and TSerr is 
the error caused by the time skew problem in each reporting step.  The variable i 
in (2-14) is the step difference between present instant and the latest top of second.  
Suppose the reporting rate of PMUs in a practical system is Nrr, then the value of 
the variable i ranges from zero to Nrr-1. 
The objective of the time skew correction procedure is to address the fol-
lowing two issues:  
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(a) ascertain whether the error due to the time skew problem is constant or 
not,  
(b) determine the error identified in (a) above.   
Since the off-line analysis is implemented, only measurements taken under rela-
tively static operating conditions are involved.  As stated previously, the initial 
estimate of the error covariance 

0P  and a priori estimate 0xˆ are needed.  For the 
first run of the computation procedure, the initial values are assigned.  Then the 
computation procedure is run several times and the initial values are tuned accord-
ing to the results from last run of the computation procedure. 
2.4.2 Application of the Kalman filter model for practical measurements 
In this section, an example is provided to compare the raw relative voltage 
angle measurements and the processed measurements using the proposed Kalman 
filter.  In essence, the Kalman filter is used as a dynamic state estimator.  Analysis 
is done to answer the two questions: a) ascertain whether the error due to the time 
skew problem is constant or not, and b) determine the error if it is constant. 
The raw PMU relative voltage phase angle measurements are shown by 
the curve in Fig. 2.8(a), and the processed measurements are shown by the curve 
in Fig. 2.8(b).  The time duration (start to end) is 3 minutes.  There are 5400 
measurements in total since the reporting rate in the system is 30 frames per se-
cond.  By observation, the raw PMU relative voltage phase angle measurements 
are greater than -1.5 degrees and less than -1.2 degrees.  By comparison, the pro-
cessed measurements vary in a much smaller interval, which reflect the actual 
system operation condition.  The straightforward conclusion is that the raw PMU 
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relative voltage phase angle measurements should be compensated for the error 
due to the time skew problem before they are used in further applications. 
In Table 2.1 and Table 2.2, the time skew errors denoted by TSerr in one 
reporting step calculated based on measurements from different time durations for 
10 PMUs which are denominated by identification numbers PMUID are listed.  In 
Table 2.1, the results are calculated based on 6-minute measurements. 6-minute 
measurements are selected to guarantee that the system operating condition does 
not change much, since the focus of this chapter is to address the problem of time 
skew error.  A series of TSerr for each PMU is obtained.  The mean value of TSerr 
for each PMU is listed in the second column.  The standard deviation of the TSerr 
is listed in the third second column.  The percentage of the standard deviation 
with respect to TSerr is listed in the last column.  The standard deviations are very 
small.  Results based on analysis of PMU measurements for a longer duration are 
listed in Table 2.2.  There are twenty four 6-minute measurement sets.  First, the 
TSerr is calculated based on each measurement set.  Then the mean value and 
standard deviation of the twenty four TSerr are calculated.  The percentages of the 
standard deviation with respect to TSerr listed in Table 2.2 are also very small.  
Based on the analysis results shown in Tables 2.1 and 2.2, the questions posed in 
the previous subsection are answered: namely, can the time skew error for each 
PMU be treated as a constant, and can the time skew be calculated by the pro-
posed method.  The TSerr for a specific PMU with the time skew problem could be 
treated as a constant, and could be calculated by the proposed method. 
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Table 2.1 Time skew errors calculated based on 6-minute duration measurements 
PMUID TSerr 
(Degrees) 
Standard deviation of TSerr 
(SD_TSerr) (Degrees) 
SD_TSerr/TSerr (%) 
2 0.008642358 0.000165698 1.92 
3 0.007207332 0.000222037 3.08 
4 0.007037759 0.000275179 3.91 
5 0.005377695 0.000231127 4.30 
6 0.007918075 0.000251130 3.17 
8 0.009146446 0.000242653 2.65 
9 0.004164572 0.000216751 5.20 
10 0.004945508 0.000224501 4.54 
11 0.005293479 0.000266943 5.04 
12 0.006047007 0.000259488 4.29 
 
Table 2.2 Time skew errors calculated based on 144 minutes measurements 
PMU ID TSerr 
(Degrees) 
Standard deviation of TSerr 
(SD_TSerr) (Degrees) 
SD_TSerr/TSerr (%) 
2 0.008667357 0.000060329 0.69 
3 0.007126107 0.000302416 4.24 
4 0.007076260 0.000118066 1.67 
5 0.005384481 0.000109332 2.03 
6 0.007922148 0.000121784 1.54 
8 0.009134131 0.000091560 1.00 
9 0.004179683 0.000089345 2.13 
10 0.005052859 0.000129770 2.57 
11 0.005355541 0.000073464 1.37 
12 0.006059347 0.000082086 1.35 
 
The proposed method is easy to apply on practical PMU measurements 
because the computational cost is low.  Also, the analysis results indicate that the 
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time skew error can be calculated off-line and be used to compensate the real-time 
PMU measurements with the time skew problem. 
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Fig. 2.8 Relative voltage phase angle without and with compensation for the time 
skew error in 3 minutes (PMU 1, PMU 2, data file: #1-4) 
2.5 Conclusions 
The research in this chapter deals with a specific issue concerning PMU 
measurements: time skew of measurements.  The time skew problem is identified 
by analyzing the measurements from different PMUs in a practical system.  The 
time skew existing between different PMUs means that the measurements are not 
exactly synchronized as shown by the time stamps.  The origin of the time skew is 
discussed as well.  A Kalman filter model is proposed to analyze and compensate 
the time skew error.  It is concluded that the time skew error for a specific PMU 
could be treated as a constant.  The calculated time skew error could be used to 
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compensate the raw PMU measurements before they are used in further power 
system applications. 
The identification of the time skew problem of the actual PMU measure-
ments indicates that validation of data quality of PMU measurements is needed.  
In the following Chapters 3 to 5, research on bad data identification and calibra-
tion of PMU measurements is presented. 
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Chapter 3  
APPLICATION OF KALMAN FILTER ON PMU DATA 
3.1 Problem statement 
PMU measurements are a time sequence data series.  There is measure-
ment noise and possibility of bad data in the measurements.  Data filtering is ap-
plied to remove the corrupted data points from the raw PMU measurements.  In 
[56], singular value decomposition methods are used to reduce noise in PMU data.  
The objective is to obtain a more accurate estimate of the system states based on 
PMU measurements. 
Even though the power system is never truly static, the power system 
states vary little when there is no large disturbance or change in operating condi-
tions in the system. In this case, the relative phase angles based on PMU meas-
urements are expected to be constant.  A Kalman filter can suitably filter meas-
urements from the PMUs in this case.  In Chapter 2, a Kalman filter is applied to 
analyze and estimate the time skew error.  Since the time skew error for a specific 
PMU is treated as a constant, the noise in PMU measurements still exists after the 
time skew error is compensated. 
When processing PMU measurements using a Kalman filter, there are two 
conditions that need to be considered.  One deals with bad data detection.  The 
other one relates to the system state change detection.  When a bad measurement 
is detected, the measurement should be replaced by an estimate of the system state 
or be simply discarded.  When a system state change is detected, the measurement 
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should be retained.  The question arises as to how to determine whether the ‘ab-
normal’ data observed are bad data or true system changes. 
In this chapter, the possible bad data in PMU measurements are presented.  
The Kalman filter estimator is applied.  Since the Kalman constant model does 
not perform well when step change occurs, an adaptive strategy is applied to make 
the Kalman filter robust to obtain the optimal estimate of the system state. 
3.2 Possible bad data in PMU measurements 
The possible bad data that appear in PMU measurements are depicted in 
Fig. 3.1.  The two most frequently observed types of bad data from the true PMU 
measurements are spike and step changes.  When there is only a spike, the 
Kalman filter performs well to remove the bad measurement and yields an opti-
mal estimate of the system state.  As stated previously, when a step change occurs, 
the regular Kalman filter is insensitive to the new state variation and begins to di-
verge.  An adaptive strategy is provided in the following discussion to correct for 
this problem. 
a) Spike b) Step change
c) Slow change d) Oscillation
 
Fig. 3.1 Types of bad data 
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3.3 The discrete time Kalman filter 
The equations for the Kalman filter are provided in subsection 2.4.1 in 
Chapter 2.  In this subsection, only the Kalman filter model used to filter the PMU 
measurements is provided.  The bus voltage magnitude and phase angle are the 
state variables, and they vary little under relatively static operating conditions.  
The first order Kalman constant model used is listed below, 
 kkk wxx 1   (3-1) 
 kkk vxz    (3-2) 
3.4 Adaptive Kalman filter 
In the above two subsections, the basic ideas on the possible types of bad 
data in PMU measurements and the regular Kalman filter are provided.  In this 
subsection, the concept and design of an adaptive Kalman filter is presented.  The 
motivation for designing an adaptive Kalman filter is that a decision needs to be 
made to determine whether the detected abnormal data reflect real physical 
changes in the system.  If the changes are real, the measurements should be re-
tained.  If the abnormal data are simply corrupted data, the bad measurements 
should be eliminated.  Fig. 3.2 depicts the idea proposed for the detection of ab-
normal data when the system is operating at a normal steady state.  Fig. 3.3 shows 
an example of change of bus phase angle.  Under normal steady state conditions, 
the phase angle remains constant.  After a period of abnormal operation, the data 
highlighted by the square box, the phase angle remains constant under another 
normal steady state.  The focus of the adaptive filtering is during the period of ab-
normality in the data. 
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Fig. 3.2  Detection of abnormal data 
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Fig. 3.3  Example of changes of phase angle 
 
The procedure of adaptive data filtering is as follows: 
a) Detection of abnormal data - A threshold needs to be set to trigger the 
alert.  If no abnormal data are detected, continue processing. If abnor-
mal data are detected, then go to step b). 
b) Determination of the nature of abnormal data - This step deals with de-
termining whether the abnormal data are results of a real physical 
change in the system.  If yes, retain the measurements, and go to step 
e). If not, go to step c). 
c) Filter the abnormal data using an adaptive filter.  Detect the end edge 
of the abnormal data, then go to step d) 
d) Output filtered measurements. 
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The procedure is depicted in Fig. 3.4. 
Input time series 
measurements
Input time series 
measurements
Abnormal data detected?
Change of operating 
condition?
Detect the end edge of 
abnormal data
Using adaptive filter to 
output measurements
No
Yes
Yes
No
 
Fig. 3.4  Flow chart of adaptive data filtering 
 
The critical step of the procedure is the determination of the nature of the 
abnormal data observed.  One index from PMU measurement itself is the 'STAT 
word' in the data frame.  This parameter, 'STAT' is a 2-byte word including bit 
flags which indicate the validity of the data and loss of synchronization.  A quick 
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and initial decision could be made based on the STAT word with the PMU meas-
urement.  If the data are valid according to the STAT word and in the meantime 
the data are detected as abnormal data, bad data identification still needs to be im-
plemented to decide whether the data should be retained or eliminated.  Bad data 
detection and identification based on PMU placement is illustrated in detail in the 
subsequent chapters.  The focus of this chapter is to provide the general idea of 
the adaptive Kalman filter. 
3.5  Examples 
In the subsequent discussion, a simple example is used to illustrate the in-
sensitivity of a conventional Kalman filter to step change.  Also, an example of an 
adaptive filter considering the STAT word applied to true PMU measurements is 
provided. 
The first example is provided to show the performance of the regular 
Kalman filter when filtering a time sequence series with a step change.  The step 
change is set to simulate a change in the power system state.  As shown in Fig. 3.5, 
there are two curves depicting different signals.  The first curve from the top 
shows the raw signal with a step change at the 60
th
 second.  The second curve 
from the top is the raw signal filtered by the Kalman filter.  By comparison with 
the raw signal, the step change is not retained.  In this simulation case, the step 
change reflects a true variation of the state.  Due to the insensitivity of the con-
ventional Kalman filter to the state variation, the filtered signal diverges from the 
true state for a time period. 
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Fig. 3.5 Signal with step change filtered by a conventional Kalman filter 
 
Fig. 3.6 depicts an example of the performance of the adaptive Kalman fil-
ter when filtering PMU measurements.  The measurements are from a true PMU 
in a practical electric power system.  There are obvious bad measurements in the 
raw measurements which appear in two subintervals.  As shown by the second 
curve from the top, the Kalman filter performs poorly in eliminating these bad 
measurements.  In the third curve from the top, the adaptive Kalman filter is de-
signed to eliminate the bad measurements from raw data and performs well.  It 
should be noted that only information from the STAT word is used when design-
ing the adaptive Kalman filter.  Another point that needs be noted is that the 
STAT information is not available for the PMU measurements in this example. 
As a result, pseudo-STAT information is provided manually.  Another example is 
provided shown in Fig. 3.7.  The STAT information is available together with the 
PMU measurements.  There are bad measurements around the 60
th
 second and in 
the interval between around the 240
th
 second and the 350
th
 second.  The adaptive 
Kalman filter based purely on the STAT information performs well to eliminate 
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the bad measurements and yield the estimate of the system state around the 60
th
 
second.  For the bad measurements in the interval between around the 240
th
 se-
cond and the 350
th
 second, the output of the adaptive Kalman filter could not track 
the change in the system state.  Once the status flag indicates that the PMU meas-
urement is valid, the adaptive Kalman filter begins to track the system state again.  
There is another way to deal with bad PMU measurements.  Under certain PMU 
installation scenario, measurements from other PMUs would help to identify and 
correct the bad data.  Analysis of bad data identification based on PMU installa-
tion topology is provided in the next two chapters. 
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Fig. 3.6 PMU data filtered by different filters (PMU 13, data file: #1-2) 
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Fig. 3.7 PMU data filtered by an adaptive Kalman filter (PMU 13, data file:#4-
436) 
3.6  Conclusions 
In this chapter, the general concept of an adaptive Kalman filter is provid-
ed.  An example is presented to show the insensitivity of a conventional Kalman 
filter to the step change of the signal.  As a result, an adaptive strategy is proposed 
to determine the nature of observed abnormal data.  If bad data are identified, they 
should be eliminated.  If the abnormal data reflect a physical change in the system, 
the measurements should be retained.  In this chapter, only the information pro-
vided by the STAT word in the PMU data frame is used.  In the following two 
chapters, the methodology of bad data identification based on PMU placement 
topology is provided. 
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Chapter 4  
BAD PMU DATA DETECTION AND IDENTIFICATION BASED ON POW-
ER TRANSFER DISTRIBUTION FACTORS 
4.1 Problem statement 
In Chapter 3, the general idea of an adaptive Kalman filter is presented.  
The key step in the procedure is to determine whether the abnormal data observed 
are real physical system state changes or not.  If only measurements from an indi-
vidual PMU are considered, it is difficult to track the system state change for the 
complexity of the system network.  There are many factors that can cause the 
change of system states.  As more PMUs populate power systems, certain installa-
tion topology of PMUs would help to track the system state changes.  When the 
redundancy of PMU measurements is available, bad data detection and identifica-
tion is implemented.  In this chapter, a methodology of identifying bad data from 
PMU measurements based on power transfer distribution factor (PTDF) is pre-
sented.  The effectiveness of this method is tested in test beds. 
4.2 PTDF computation 
The definition of PTDF is the relative active power change through a par-
ticular branch due to the change in active power injections.  The change in active 
power on a particular branch due to change of injections at one or more buses can 
be calculated based on PTDF.  PTDF is calculated based on direct current (DC) 
power flow equations.  In this subsection, the calculation procedure of the PTDF 
is reviewed. 
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The formulation used in DC power flow calculation for an n-bus system is 
as follows, 
 δBP    (4-1) 
where P  is the increment vector of active power injections,   is the increment 
vector of bus voltage phase angles, and B  is the susceptance matrix.  The dimen-
sion of B  is n by n. The elements are calculated by the following formulae.  The 
off-diagonal elements are calculated by 
 





ibuswithconnectednotiskbuswhen
ibuswithconnectediskbuswhen
xB ikik
0
1
 (4-2) 
where ikx  is the reactance of the transmission line connecting bus i  and k .  The 
diagonal elements are calculated by 
 


n
ikk
ikii BB
,1
 (4-3) 
From (4-1), the bus voltage phase angle changes due to the change of 
power injections are obtained by 
 PXδ   (4-4) 
When the slack bus is not included in the subnetwork of interest, the X  matrix is 
obtained by 
 
1 BX . (4-5) 
If all buses in a system are considered, and also the reference bus is considered 
(usually the ground bus), then B  is singular.  To avoid singularity, the row and 
column corresponding to the slack bus are eliminated from the susceptance matrix.  
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The remaining matrix is denoted by subB  which is a (n-1) by (n-1) matrix.  With-
out loss of generality, assume the slack bus is bus one.  Then the X  matrix is ob-
tained by 
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For the l
th
 branch, the two ends of the branch are bus i and bus j.  The DC active 
power on the l
th
 branch is given by 
 
ij
ji
ij
x
P
 
  (4-7) 
where i  and j  represent the voltage phase angle at bus i and bus j respectively. 
Consider the variation of the active power on the l
th
 branch with respect to 
the power injection at bus k.  The PTDF denoted by kl ,  is calculated by 
 
k
ij
kl
P
P


,  (4-8) 
Substituting (4-7) into (4-8) yields, 
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1
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From (4-4), 
k
i
P

and 
k
j
P

are the ik
th
 and jk
th
 elements in the X matrix.  As a re-
sult, (4-9) can be rewritten as 
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  (4-10) 
If there is no topology change in the network under study, the susceptance 
matrix remains constant.  Thus, the PTDF matrix also remains constant and needs 
to be calculated only once.  In the following discussion, the bad PMU data detec-
tion and identification is implemented based on PTDF deduced in this subsection. 
4.3 Methodology of bad PMU data identification based on PTDFs 
In the previous subsection, the deduction and calculation procedure of the 
PTDF is provided.  In this subsection, the methodology of bad PMU data identifi-
cation based on PTDF is illustrated. 
When a PMU is installed on a transmission line, both the voltage and cur-
rent phasors are available.  It is convenient to calculate the active power on the 
branch.  If the operating condition in the system changes, the variation of the ac-
tive power flow on a branch is observed in real time through the PMU measure-
ments.  For a network without change of topology, the PTDF matrix remains con-
stant and can be calculated off-line.  As a result, the PTDF matrix can be readily 
used for on-line analysis. 
According to (4-8), the change of active power on a branch due to the 
change of active power injection at a specific bus is given by 
 kklkij PP  ,,   (4-11) 
Due to the complexity of power systems, there are rare cases when only one ac-
tive power injection change occurs.  Considering all the changes of the power in-
jections, the change of active power on a specific branch is obtained by 
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As indicated by (4-10), kl ,  remains constant if there are no topology changes in 
the system.  The relationship between kijP ,  and kP  is linear.  Based on the su-
perposition principle, the change of active power on a specific branch would be 
the summation of changes due to the changes of the non-zero power injections. 
Now consider a power system network with busn  buses and brn  branches.  
The number of non-zero injection buses is denoted by nonn , and the number of 
branches with PMU installed is denoted by PMUn .  For each PMU, an equation is 
obtained according to (4-12).  Since the PTDF matrix can be readily used when 
there is no topology change in the network, the coefficients in the equations are 
also available.  The injections at the busn  buses are treated as unknowns.  For zero 
injection buses, the change of active power injections are also zeros.  As a result, 
there are PMUn  equations with nonn  unknowns for the problem under study.  When 
PMUn  equals nonn , analysis based on PMU measurements only can be conducted 
to locate the buses with power injection changes and calculate the amount of 
changes.  However, without some level of redundancy, it is not possible to con-
duct analysis on bad data detection and identification.  The bad data in PMU 
measurements would result in incorrect calculation of the changes of power injec-
tions.  When PMUn  is greater than nonn , the optimal estimation of the changes of 
power injections is obtained by a least squares estimator.  With certain level of 
redundancy, bad data analysis can be performed. 
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In the subsequent discussion, assume PMUn  is greater than nonn  for the 
network under study.  The equations are rewritten in matrix format as 
 Hxz   (4-13) 
where z  is the branch active power change vector with dimension as PMUn  by 1, 
x  is the bus active power injection change vector with dimension as nonn  by 1, 
and H  is formed by elements from the PTDF matrix. 
The optimal estimation in the sense of least squares is obtained by  
 zHHHx
TT 1)(ˆ   (4-14) 
where xˆ  is the estimated vector of bus active power injection. Substitute xˆ  into 
(4-13), and the residual vector r is calculated by 
 xHzr ˆ  (4-15) 
Set a threshold   to check all elements in the residual vector.  Analyzing the re-
sidual vector would help fulfill the following objectives: 
a. When all elements in the residual vector are smaller than the threshold, the 
system state changes observed from PMU measurements in the network reflect 
physical changes.  The information is applied in the adaptive Kalman filter pre-
sented in Chapter 3. 
b. When there are elements in the residual vector greater than the threshold, 
an identification procedure is triggered to find the source of bad data which are 
not indicated by the STAT word in the PMU data frame. 
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c. When data from specific PMUs are identified as invalid measurements 
according to the STAT word, the phasor information can be estimated by the oth-
er PMU measurements if the required level of redundancy is satisfied. 
In this chapter, the focus is on bad data identification based on the PTDF 
matrix.  A flow chart as shown by Fig. 4.1 is provided to illustrate how the bad 
data identification procedure is reduced to an algorithm. 
Calculate the power injection 
vector: xhatn_nonx1
Calculate the residue vector:
 eix1
Obtain the PTDF matrix: 
Hixn_none 
| eix1| ∞ < ε
Yes
Form the branch active power 
vector: Zix1
Form the branch index vector Ibr 
and injection index vector Iinj
No bad data in PMU 
measurements 
i > n_non
Find the index of the 
maximum residual
Make changes to Ibr and Iinj
No
i=i-1
Yes
No Stop 
i=nPMU
 
Fig. 4.1 Bad PMU data identification based on PTDF 
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In the subsequent discussion, test cases are provided to test the effective-
ness of the bad data detection and identification procedure.  As more PMUs are 
installed in practical power systems, the procedure can be easily and conveniently 
implemented if the required level of redundancy is satisfied. 
4.4 Test cases 
In this subsection, test cases are provided.  The 9-bus system is used to test 
the bad data detection and identification procedure when the whole system is un-
der study.  The 14-bus system is used to test the bad data identification procedure 
when only partial system is under study.  It is should be noted that the placement 
of PMUs in the test systems is determined to satisfy the required level of redun-
dancy.  Also only one PMU is installed on each branch.  For the application in 
practical systems, the area that satisfies the requirement of the bad data detection 
and identification procedure is identified first.  In addition there are many cases 
where PMUs are installed at both ends of a branch. 
4.4.1 9-bus test system [57] 
The one-line diagram of the 9-bus system is shown in Fig. 4.2.  There are 
9 buses, and 9 branches.  Bus 1 is the slack bus.  The non-zero injection buses in-
clude bus 2, bus 3, 5, 7 and 9.  Suppose 8 PMUs are installed in the system indi-
cated by the black dots.  As a result, 8 equations are obtained with 5 unknowns.  
The number of PMUs is greater than the number of non-zero injections.  The bad 
data detection and identification procedure can be implemented in the system. 
First, the system power flow in the base case is calculated.  The active 
power injections are listed in Table 4.1.  Then in the new case, power injection at 
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bus 5 is increased by 10 MW, and power injection at bus 7 is decreased by 10 
MW.  The comparison of active power injections at bus 5 and 7 is listed in Table 
4.2.  The power injections at bus 2, 3, and 9 remain the same.  The two cases are 
referred to as the ‘base case’ and the ‘new case’ respectively.  System states 
change when the operating condition changes.  The objective is to capture the sys-
tem state change by PMU measurements.  Also bad data detection and identifica-
tion procedure is performed to check whether all PMU measurements are valid or 
not. 
1 4 5 6
G
3
G
PMU
79
8
2
G
 
Fig. 4.2 One-line diagram of 9-bus system 
Table 4.1 Non-zero power injections of 9-bus system in the base case 
Bus Index Pg (MW) Pd (MW) Pinj (MW) 
2 163 0 163 
3 85 0 85 
5 0 90 -90 
7 0 100 -100 
9 0 125 -125 
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Table 4.2 Comparison of power injections at bus 5 and 7 (9 bus test bed) 
Bus Index 
Base case New Case 
Pinj (MW) Pinj (MW) 
5 -90 -100 
7 -100 -90 
 
From Fig. 4.1, the required PTDF matrix is formed based on the system 
topology.  The branch active power change vector is formed from PMU meas-
urements.  In Table 4.3, the active powers of branches with PMU installed are 
listed.  The change of the branch active powers is obtained.  In Table 4.4, the cal-
culated power injection change vector is listed in the third column.  By comparing 
the calculation results of the power injection changes with the true values listed in 
the second column, the differences are within the tolerance range of 0.2 MW.  In 
this case, it is concluded that there are no bad data in the PMU measurements.  
The observed state changes reflect the true physical change in the system. 
Table 4.3 Active powers of branches in the base case and new case (9 bus test bed) 
Branch index 
(From bus – To bus) 
Base case New Case 
ΔPij (MW) 
Pij (MW) Pij (MW) 
2 (4-5) 30.728 34.965 4.237 
3 (5-6) -59.445 -65.261 -5.815 
4 (3-6) 85.000 85.000 0.000 
5 (6-7) 24.106 17.984 -6.122 
6 (7-8) -75.989 -72.081 3.909 
7 (8-2) -163.000 -163.000 -5.68e-14 
8 (8-9) 86.504 90.464 3.960 
9 (9-4) -40.960 -37.230 3.730 
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Table 4.4 Comparison of calculated injection change vector and the true values (9 
bus test bed) 
Bus Index 
True values 
Calculated results 
(without bad data) 
|ΔPinj_true-ΔPinj_cal| 
(MW) 
ΔPinj_true (MW) ΔPinj_cal (MW) 
2 0 0.013 0.013 
3 0 -0.099 0.099 
5 -10 -10.153 0.153 
7 10 9.949 0.051 
9 0 -0.198 0.198 
 
Now consider that bad measurements exist in measurements from the 8 
PMUs.  Assume bad data from the PMU on branch (7-8) result in 1 MW error in 
ΔPij(7-8). The power injection change vector x is calculated based on branch active 
power change vector.  Then the residual vector is calculated and listed in Table 
4.5.  The largest difference is observed at branch (7-8).  As a result, measurements 
from the PMU on the branch (7-8) are treated as bad data candidates.  Remove 
elements in the PTDF matrix corresponding to the branch (7-8).  Repeat the calcu-
lation following the procedure shown in Fig. 4.1.  The calculated power injection 
change vector with bad data is listed in the third column of Table 4.6.  By com-
paring with the true values, the largest difference is about 0.75 MW.  After re-
moving the bad data, the power injection vector is recalculated and is listed in the 
fourth column of Table 4.6.  And the largest difference from the true value is 
about 0.2 MW. 
The effectiveness of the bad data detection and identification procedure is 
tested in the 9-bus test system.  It should be noted that since there are 5 non-zero 
injection buses, the minimum number of PMU required to satisfy the redundancy 
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requirement is 6.  The redundancy analysis is helpful for future PMU installation.  
However, the focus of the study in this chapter is on bad data detection and identi-
fication.  The locations of PMU installation have already been determined, if the 
bad data identification procedure is applied in practical systems. 
Table 4.5 Residual vector of branch active powers (9 bus test bed) 
Branch index 
(From bus – To bus) 
Pij_meas (MW) 
(with bad data) 
Pij_cal 
(MW) 
|Pij_meas-Pij_cal| (MW) 
2 (4-5) 4.237 4.338 0.102 
3 (5-6) -5.815 -5.755 0.060 
4 (3-6) 0 -0.128 0.128 
5 (6-7) -6.122 -5.883 0.239 
6 (7-8) 2.909 3.371 0.463 
7 (8-2) -5.68e-14 -0.3839 0.383 
8 (8-9) 3.96 3.755 0.205 
9 (9-4) 3.730 3.824 0.094 
 
Table 4.6 Comparison of the calculated power injection change vector and the 
true values (9 bus test bed) 
Bus Index 
True values 
Calculated results 
(with bad data) 
Calculated results (with 
bad data removed) 
ΔPinj_true (MW) ΔPinj_cal (MW) ΔPinj_cal (MW) 
2 0 0.383 0.011 
3 0 -0.128 -0.099 
5 -10 -10.094 -10.162 
7 10 9.255 9.953 
9 0 0.069 -0.208 
 
4.4.2 14-bus test system [58] 
In this subsection, the example of a 14-bus test system is provided to test 
the effectiveness of the bad data detection and identification procedure when only 
a portion of the network is under study.  The diagram of the 14-bus test system is 
shown in Fig. 4.3.  The highlighted area depicted by the dotted line is under study.  
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There are 7 buses and 8 branches.  The boundary buses which are connected with 
other buses outside of the study area are bus 6 and 9.  For the boundary buses, the 
active power flows on branches which are not inside the study area are combined 
and treated as power injections.  The main purpose of presenting this example is 
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the bad data identification procedure when 
applied to a portion of a network which is highlighted by dashed line in Fig. 4.3.   
 
Fig. 4.3 14-bus system diagram [58] 
For test purposes, the demand at bus 14 is decreased by 4.9 MW.  The 
demands at the other buses remain the same.  The active power flows on branch 
(6-5), (9-4) and (9-7) change due to the change of power injection at bus 14.  As a 
result, for the area under study, power injection at bus 6 and 9 also change.  In 
Table 4.7, the true values of elements in the injection change vector are listed in 
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the second column.  The calculated values are listed in the third column.  By 
comparison between the true values and the calculated ones, the differences are 
listed in the last column.  The differences are small.  It is concluded that the bad 
data detection and identification procedure is effective when applied in area por-
tion of a network instead of a whole system. 
Table 4.7 Comparison of calculated injection change vector and the true values 
(14 bus test bed) 
Bus index 
True values 
Calculated results 
(without bad data) 
|ΔPinj_true-ΔPinj_cal| 
(MW) 
ΔPinj_true (MW) ΔPinj_cal (MW) 
6 -2.237 -2.227 0.010 
9 -2.792 -2.772 0.020 
10 0 -0.016 0.016 
11 0 -0.014 0.014 
12 0 0.006 0.006 
13 0 0.007 0.007 
14 4.9 4.982 0.082 
 
4.5 Conclusions 
In this chapter, a bad data detection and identification procedure is devel-
oped based on the PTDF matrix.  This procedure could be conveniently imple-
mented in on-line analysis of PMU measurements.  The procedure of bad data de-
tection and identification helps to determine whether the system state changes re-
flected by PMU measurements are physical change or bad measurements.  This 
procedure can be applied in the adaptive Kalman filter presented in the Chapter 3 
to overcome the insensitivity of a regular Kalman filter.  The effectiveness of the 
bad data detection and identification procedure is tested on the 9-bus and 14-bus 
systems.  The 9-bus system is used as a test bed when the procedure is applied on 
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a whole system.  The 14-bus system is used as a test bed when the procedure is 
applied on a portion of a whole system. 
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Chapter 5  
BAD DATA DETECTION AND IDENTIFICATION BASED ON VOTING 
CRITERIA 
5.1 The bad data detection and identification problem 
In Chapter 4, a bad data detection and identification methodology is pro-
vided based on PTDFs.  The assumption is that the number of PMUs installed in 
the network is sufficient to satisfy the redundancy requirement.  In this chapter, a 
novel method is presented for bad data detection and identification of PMU meas-
urements based on voting criteria.  Under certain PMU installation scenarios, the 
topological relationship in the system could provide additional information that is 
helpful for bad data detection.  This method could be applied under the condition 
that the redundancy requirement of PMU measurements is not satisfied to imple-
ment the bad data detection and identification procedure illustrated in Chapter 4.  
The proposed method is described in details in this chapter.  Test cases are also 
provided to show the effectiveness of the method. 
5.2  Physical topology of PMU installation 
In electric power systems, the physical topology of PMU installation ex-
ists as shown in Fig. 5.1.  There are two TLs with one common bus.  Both ends of 
the TL have PMUs installed.  Two PMUs are also installed at the common bus.  
The buses are labeled as bus j, bus i, and bus k, where the bus i is the common bus.  
The four PMUs are labeled as PMU 1 to PMU 4 from left to right. 
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Substation
PMU
bus j bus i bus k
PMU 1 PMU 2 PMU 3 PMU 4
 
Fig. 5.1 Topology of two TLs with four PMUs 
The PMUs can provide the voltage phasor measurements denoted by 
iiv   (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), where iv  is the voltage magnitude and i  is the voltage 
phase angle.  The bus voltage magnitude varies relatively little to meet the re-
quirements for assuring the safe and steady operation of the power systems.  The 
bus voltage phase angle could vary when the system operating condition changes.  
In the subsequent discussion, the bus voltage phase angle is the system state of 
concern. 
Suppose a change of bus voltage phase angle is observed.  The change 
could be a bad measurement and the measurement should be discarded.  However, 
if the change truly reflects the physical change of the system state, the measure-
ment should be retained.  For measurements from an individual PMU, it is diffi-
cult to determine whether a measurement is good or bad.  The physical relation-
ship between PMUs in the topology shown in Fig. 5.1 could provide useful in-
formation to evaluate the measurements from the four PMUs. 
Variable iA  is a Boolean number to record the change observed from i , 
where 
 




i
i
i
fromobservedischangenowhen
fromobservedischangeawhen
A


0
1
  (5-1) 
Consider the following cases: 
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Case a (A1 A2 A3 A4) = (0 0 0 0); No changes are observed from all the four 
PMUs.  As a result, all the four bus voltage phase angle measurements are good. 
Case b (A1 A2 A3 A4) = (1 0 0 0); A change is observed from δ1, but no 
changes are observed from the other three PMUs.  As a result, the possibility of δ1 
with error is high. 
Case c (A1 A2 A3 A4) = (0 1 1 1); No change is observed from δ1, but 
changes are observed from the other three PMUs.  Similar to Case b, the possibil-
ity of δ1 with error is high. 
Table 5.1 lists all the possible cases when considering the changes of volt-
age phase angles observed from PMU measurements.  The possible bad data 
source is also listed in the 3
rd
 column.  For cases 3, 4 and 5, it is difficult to de-
termine the bad data source, but the bad data are identified.  It is should be noted 
that, in real power systems, the possibility that there are bad measurements from 
two or more PMUs is small. 
It is should be noted that the discussion above is the basic idea of how the 
physical relationship and placement of PMUs could help identify bad measure-
ments.  Considering the complexity of the power system network and the varia-
tion of operating conditions, it is possible there is no error in measurement from 
PMU 1 when (A1 A2 A3 A4) = (1 0 0 0). 
Further details are needed to be considered when applying the idea to 
identify bad measurements based on the physical relationship between PMUs.  
First, a threshold needs to be set to define a change.  The threshold should not be 
too conservative or too sensitive.  Second, when changes of voltage phase angles 
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are observed from all the four PMUs, the reason for the change needs to be de-
termined, i. e., actual change in the physical system or not. 
Table 5.1 All possible cases of voltage phase angle changes observed from the 
four PMUs 
Cases (A1 A2 A3 A4) Possible error source 
1 (0 0 0 0) (1 1 1 1) No error 
2 
(1 0 0 0) (0 1 1 1) 
(0 1 0 0) (1 0 1 1) 
(0 0 1 0) (1 1 0 1) 
(0 0 0 1) (1 1 1 0) 
Error in PMU1 
Error in PMU2 
Error in PMU3 
Error in PMU4 
3 (0 0 1 1) (1 1 0 0) Error in measurements 
4 (0 1 0 1) (1 0 1 0) Error in measurements 
5 (1 0 0 1) (0 1 1 0) Error in measurements 
 
5.3  Identification of bad data based from power flow equations 
In this subsection, a criterion based on the power flow equations is pre-
sented to evaluate and enhance the “accuracy” of PMU measurements based on 
physical topology.  More accurate PMU measurements should be biased with 
heavy weights and less accurate PMU measurements should be biased with lower 
weights in further applications. 
Fig. 5.2 shows the π-model of a medium length transmission line.  Using 
the notation in the figure, iV   = iiv   and jV   = jjv  , where iv  and jv  are the 
voltage magnitudes, i  and j  are the voltage phase angles.  The admittance of 
the TL is denoted as ijY  given by 
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jXR
yY ijijij


1
   (5-2) 
where R is the series resistance and X is the series reactance.  This is a lumped 
parameter model. 
Vi VjR X
B/2
I i I j
B/2
I Line
I Bi I Bj
 
Fig. 5.2 Lumped π-model of a medium length transmission line 
Based on Kirchhoff’s circuit laws, the relationship between voltage, cur-
rent and TL parameters is listed as follows,  
 ijjiLine
YVVI )( 
  (5-3) 
The active power flow ijP  in the branch connected between bus i and j is written 
as 
 )Re( *Lineiij IVP    (5-4) 
where Re(.) denotes the real part of a complex number, (*) denotes the complex 
conjugate of a complex number. Since the shunt resistance is neglected in the π-
model, the real power ijP  could also be calculated by 
 
)Re( *iiij IVP    (5-5) 
Substituting (5-3) and the polar form of the bus voltages and admittance into (5-4), 
the real power flow ijP  is written as 
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 )cos(cos2 ijjiijjiijijiij yvvyvP     (5-6) 
Using the Taylor series approximation around   = 0, ijP  is written as  
 ijP  = j
j
ij
i
i
ij
j
j
ij
i
i
ij
v
v
P
v
v
PPP
















  (5-7) 
Equation (5-7) is then written as  
 ijP  = jijiijjijiij vdvcba     (5-8) 
where  
 )sin( ijjiijjiij yvva     (5-9) 
 )sin( ijjiijjiij yvvb     (5-10) 
 )cos(cos2 ijjiijjijijiij yvyvc     (5-11) 
 )cos( ijjiijiij yvd     (5-12) 
From (5-8) to (5-12),  
 'ijP  = ij
'   (5-13) 
where  
 ij
'  = )( jiija     (5-14) 
 ’ijP  = jijiijij vdvcP    (5-15) 
From (5-5), ijP  could be directly calculated from the PMU measurements.  The 
purpose is to check whether the observed voltage phase angle changes i  and 
j  are true or not.  If both Δδi and Δδj are true, (5-13) holds. But if either i  or 
j  are corrupted, (5-13) does not hold. 
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As shown in Fig. 5.1, there are 3 buses and 4 PMUs. It is assumed that on-
ly one PMU measurement might be wrong, since the probability of two or more 
PMU measurements with errors is small. And the topology of the system does not 
change. 
From Fig. 5.1, the following equations are obtained, 
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  (5-16) 
The bad data detection and identification is based on a ‘voting’ criterion.  If one 
of the equations in (5-16) does not hold, then both of the two voltage angle meas-
urements involved get a vote for bad measurement.  Check all the six equations in 
(5-16).  The measurement with the largest number of votes would be considered 
as the candidate for a bad measurement.  This makes sense considering the case 
that measurements from only one PMU are corrupted.  Suppose there is an error 
in measurements from PMU 1 and measurements from the other three PMUs are 
good.  As a result, the first three equations in (5-16) would not hold for the bad 
measurements from PMU 1.  The last three equations in (5-16) hold. And the 
source of error could be identified.  The error in other PMU measurements could 
be identified in a similar way. 
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5.4  Test case 1: no bad measurements 
Data from 230 kV buses in a practical power system are used to test the 
effectiveness of the proposed method.  In the practical power system, PMUs S19-
S23, S23-S19, S23-S21, and S21-S19 are installed based on the topology shown 
in Fig. 5.1, and are labeled as PMU 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively.  Substation S19, 
S23, and S21 are denoted as substation j, i and k respectively.  As discussed in the 
above subsection, the proposed method is used to identify bad data from PMU 
measurements. 
The data are from different days and operating conditions which are indi-
cated by the file IDs.  The data file used is #1-4.  Comparison between 'ijP  and 
'
ij  in (5-13) is made. The calculation results of 
'
ijP  and 
'
ij  in a time period of 
3 minutes are shown in Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4 respectively.  Only measurements at 
the top of the seconds are used to avoid the impact of time skew between different 
PMUs. 
From Fig. 5.3, it is observed that the active power variation is in a range of 
−0.5 MW to 0.5 MW.  Fig. 5.5 shows the differences between 'ijP  and 
'
ij .  
Thresholds of 1 MW and 5 MW are used to determine whether the differences are 
acceptable or not.  If the absolute value of difference is in range [0, 1] MW, the 
PMU measurements involved get a good measurement ‘vote’.  If the absolute val-
ue of difference is in range (0, 5] MW, the PMU measurements involved get a fair 
measurement ‘vote’.  If the absolute value of difference is in range (5, ∞) MW, 
the PMU measurements involved get a bad measurement ‘vote’ 
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Fig. 5.3 'ijP  calculated from PMU measurements in topology S19-S23-S21 in a 
practical system (data file: #1-4) 
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Fig. 5.4 
'
ij  calculated from PMU measurements in topology S19-S23-S21 in a 
practical system (data file: #1-4) 
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From Fig. 5.5, all the differences are less than 1MW. As a result, it is con-
cluded that all the measurements from the 4 PMUs in the data file are good meas-
urements. 
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Fig. 5.5 Differences between 'ijP  and 
'
ij  calculated from PMU measurements 
in topology S19-S23-S21 in a practical system (data file: #1-4) 
5.5  Test case 2: identification of bad measurements 
The data file used is #1-3 in this case study.  Similar to case 1, Fig. 5.6 and 
Fig. 5.7 show the calculation results of 'ijP  and 
'
ij .  Fig. 5.8 shows the differ-
ences between 
'
ijP  and 
'
ij .  From Fig. 5.6, spikes are observed from all the 
curves of 
'
ijP  at the 74
th
 second.  From Fig. 5.7, spikes are observed from all the 
curves of 
'
ij  at both the 74
th
 and 152
nd
 seconds. From Fig. 5.8, the measure-
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ments from PMU 1 get three bad votes at the 152
nd
 second for the differences are 
greater than 5 MW. It is concluded that the measurement at the 152
nd
 second from 
PMU 1 is a bad measurement.  Since spikes are observed at the 74
th
 second from 
all curves of 'ijP  and at both the 74
th
 and 152
nd
 seconds from curves of 'ij , Ta-
bles 5.2 and 5.3 list the specific values of 'ijP  and 
'
ij  at the corresponding in-
stant. 
Table 5.2 'ijP  at the 74
th
 and 152
nd
 second in test case 2 
Second 
'
jiP  (MW) 
'
ijP  (MW)
 '
ikP  (MW) 
'
kiP  (MW)
 
74
th
 1.8248 -1.8817 -0.7172 0.678 
152
nd
 -0.0509 0.055 -0.0439 0.0231 
 
Table 5.3 'ij  at the 74
th
 and 152
nd
 second in test case 2 
Second 
'
12  
(MW) 
'
13  
(MW)
 
'
21  
(MW) 
'
34  
(MW)
 
'
43  
(MW) 
'
42  
(MW)
 
74
th
 1.8584 1.8707 -1.859 -0.8257 0.8294 0.8209 
152
nd
 12.4119 12.4332 -12.3994 -0.0311 0.0312 0 
 
According to (5-16), the equations hold at the 74
th
 second, but the first 
three equations do not hold at the 152
nd
 second.  Based on the voting criterion de-
veloped, the measurement from PMU 1 at the 152
nd
 second is identified as a bad 
one. 
Tables 5.4 and 5.5 list the raw voltage phase angle measurements from the 
4 PMUs and the calculated phase angle changes around the 152
nd
 second.  It is not 
easy to identify the bad measurement from the raw phase angle measurements.  
From Table 5.5, there is about 0.2 degree error in 1 . 
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Fig. 5.6 'ijP  calculated from PMU measurements in topology S19-S23-S21 in a 
practical system (data file: #1-3) 
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'
ij  calculated from PMU measurements in topology S19-S23-S21 in a 
practical system (data file: #1-3) 
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Fig. 5.8 Differences between 'ijP  and 
'
ij  calculated from PMU measurements 
in topology S19-S23-S21 in a practical system (data file: #1-3) 
 
Table 5.4 Raw voltage phase angle data from the 4 PMUs (data file: #1-3) 
Second 1  (Degrees) 2  (Degrees) 3  (Degrees) 4  (Degrees) 
150
th
 192.3771 192.4314 192.5104 193.3172 
151
st
 185.729 185.7837 185.8619 186.6662 
152
nd
 178.9147 178.7456 178.8229 179.6281 
153
rd
 170.896 170.9468 171.0252 171.828 
 
Table 5.5 Raw voltage phase angle changes from the 4 PMUs (data file: #1-3) 
Second 1  (Degrees) 2  (Degrees) 3  (Degrees) 4  (Degrees) 
150
th
 -6.1358 -6.1343 -6.1342 -6.1266 
151
st
 -6.6481 -6.6477 -6.6485 -6.6510 
152
nd
 -6.8143 -7.0381 -7.0390 -7.0381 
153
rd
 -8.0187 -7.7988 -7.7977 -7.8001 
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5.6  Conclusions 
In this chapter, a novel preprocessing method is presented to detect and 
identify bad measurements from PMUs which are closely related to the physical 
topology.  For the specific PMU installation scenario, two transmission lines with 
a common bus are installed with 4 PMUs, two at the common bus and the other 
two at the other two ends.  By deduction based on the lumped transmission line 
model, two deduced quantities, 'ijP  and 
'
ij  should be equal.  Several equations 
could be obtained in the specific PMU installation scenario.  A voting procedure 
is developed to detect and identify bad data from the PMU measurements.  Case 
studies based on real PMU data are presented to show the effectiveness of the 
proposed method.  The preprocessing of PMU measurements would help to elim-
inate bad data. 
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Chapter 6  
THE INTEGRATED CALIBRATION OF SYNCHRONIZED PHASOR 
MEASUREMENT DATA IN POWER TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS 
6.1 Instrumentation accuracy 
Measurements have become a key element of power system operation.  
Legacy systems are instrumented mainly utilizing potential and current trans-
formers (PTs and CTs) and voltage, current, and power transducers.  The accura-
cy of these measurements is largely determined by the accuracy of the sensory 
elements and the processing of the sensory data.  As an example, the IEEE Stand-
ard 57.13-2008 [59] prescribes the accuracy (maximum error) of relaying class 
CTs as shown in Table 6.1and Table 6.2. 
Table 6.1 Accuracy ratings for relaying class CTs [59] 
Limits of ratio error 
relay class 
At rated 
 current 
At 20 times rated current 
C and T classification 3% 10% 
X classification 1% user defined 
 
Table 6.2 Permissible error for power system instrument PTs [59] 
Application Maximum error 
in ratio 
Maximum error in phase 
Revenue metering ±0.1% ±0.9 mrad (3 min) 
Other applications ±1.2% ±17.5 mrad (1°) 
 
Interestingly, the increase in the volume of measured data in power trans-
mission systems may not be accompanied with an increase in accuracy and 
agreement of data from various sources.  Anecdotally, power engineers indicate 
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that planning data and operating data often are disparate in the sense that imped-
ance data, expected active and reactive power flows, and other key operating data 
may not agree as obtained from several different simultaneous measurements.  
The synchronization of measurements suggests that these data should agree quite 
well, but there are several factors that degrade agreement including: 
 Faulty synchronization (e.g., errant clock signals) 
 CT and PT calibration 
 Misapplication of positive sequence data under unbalanced operation 
 Bad data due to a range of issues including failure of the phase locked 
loop in the PMU to properly synchronize to the measured data 
 Missing data / loss of the GPS signal at the PMU 
 Incorrect CT or PT burden 
 Effects of temperature 
 Nonlinearities in the CT and PT and transducers 
 Measurement noise. 
In this chapter, integration of measurements and operations planning im-
pedance data are applied to test the accuracy of raw PMU measurements.  A novel 
calibration method is presented in order to match the PMU measurements and op-
erations planning transmission line parameters.  Different scenarios of PMU in-
stallation are studied.  A real-time calibration process is proposed. 
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6.2 Integration of measurements and operations planning impedance data 
The basic concept of integrating all available information to enhance pow-
er transmission operational measurements is exemplified by the inclusion of oper-
ations planning data into the measurement process. 
A π-model of a long transmission line is shown in Fig. 6.1.  The transmis-
sion line parameters are given by the following equations, 
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y
z
Z c  (6-3) 
 yz  (6-4) 
 zlZ   (6-5) 
 ylY   (6-6) 
where z  is the series impedance per unit length, y  is the shunt admittance per 
unit length, l  is the length of the transmission line, cZ  is called the characteristic 
impedance,   is called the propagation constant, Z  is the total impedance of the 
line, and Y  is the total admittance of the line. 
For small values of l , Z  equals 'Z , and Y  equals 'Y .  As a result, a 
lumped π-model shown in Fig. 6.2 could be used for a medium length TL.  In the 
following study, a π-model (lumped) of a medium length TL with the associated 
planning data for the line can be utilized in conjunction with the measurement 
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system.  It should be noted that for a long transmission line, a distributed parame-
ter model should be used. 
I From I To
Z’
Y’
2
Y’
2
V From V To
 
Fig. 6.1 π-model of a long transmission line with series line impedance and shunt 
admittances lumped 
VFrom VToR X
B/2
I From I To
B/2
I Line
I B1 I B2
 
Fig. 6.2 π-model of a lumped transmission line 
Based on the Kirchhoff’s circuit laws, the relationships of voltage, current 
and TL parameters are listed as follows,  
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where
2
1
B
jVI FromB  .  Also, 
 )( 2BLineTo III   (6-9) 
where 
2
2
B
jVI ToB  .  From (6-7) - (6-9), Z = R + jX and B could be calculated by 
the following formula, 
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In order to calculate TL parameters, voltage and current at both ends of the 
TL are required.  In the subsequent discussion, test cases based on different data 
files show that there are discrepancies between calculated TL constants evaluated 
from the raw PMU measurements as compared to those obtained from planning 
data.  This was done for a test bed set of actual transmission lines under typical 
operating conditions.  The data are from different days and operating conditions 
which are indicated by the file IDs.  The TL names are denoted by the names of 
the two ends.  The calculated impedances based on different time stamped data 
show substantial differences.  For the TL S13 – S16, even negative resistances are 
calculated when using PMU data.  This is unacceptable for practical TLs and in-
dicates that there are errors in the voltage and current measurements from the 
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PMUs.  The results for R, X, and B/2 calculations are shown in Table 6.3.  Signif-
icant discrepancies are observed between the calculated impedance and the TL 
parameters from operations planning data.  Also, the calculated impedances ap-
parently vary as the operating conditions change. 
At this point, calibration or correction factors (CFs) are introduced to cal-
ibrate each of the electrical current and voltage phasors measured.  There could be 
errors both in magnitude and angle of synchrophasors.  These CFs are complex 
quantities indicating correction of both magnitude and phase angle of the 
synchrophasor measurements.  In the subsequent section, calculation and imple-
mentation of CFs are presented. 
Table 6.3 Calculated impedance of TL S13 – S16 
Data Source R (Ω) X (Ω) B/2 (siemens) 
*Power flow file 2.0367 17.7532 0.000117 
#1-1 -7.2432 25.7345 0.000124 
#1-2 -5.2347 30.0084 0.000123 
#1-3 -15.5523 30.7044 0.000123 
#2-1 -3.9426 21.5384 0.000125 
#2-2 -4.0367 21.4644 0.000125 
#3-1 -6.1083 23.0640 0.000124 
#3-2 -9.2601 20.9250 0.000124 
* TL parameters from operations planning data 
6.3 Calibration using an integrated instrumentation approach 
6.3.1 Calculation of correction factors 
By comparing the impedances calculated from measurements and those 
obtained from the operations planning data, large discrepancies are observed for 
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all TLs with one PMU at each end.  The mismatch relationship is expressed as 
inequalities, 
 1_
__
_ jBV
jXR
VV
I MFrom
MToMFrom
MFrom 


  (6-12) 
 2_
__
_ jBV
jXR
VV
I MTo
MFromMTo
MTo 


  (6-13) 
where 1B  and 2B  denote the shunt susceptances at the FROM and TO ends of the 
TL respectively.  The difference between the right and left hand sides of (6-12) 
and (6-13) are the mismatch.  The subscript ‘M’ indicates measurements from a 
PMU. 
The inequalities (6-12) and (6-13) indicate that either there are errors in 
the PMU measurements or errors in the planning TL parameters or both.  It is also 
possible that the circuit diagram assumed for the measurement and transmission 
line combination is erroneous.  According to the results shown in Table 6.3, the 
calculated impedances change as the system operating conditions change.  The 
differences between the calculated impedances based on different measurements 
made on different days are significant and deemed to be in disagreement. 
In the following calibration process, the planning TL parameters are used.  
Using the notation in (6-12) and (6-13), four complex CFs are proposed to make 
the measurements match in the mean square sense after calibration.  The CF is a 
complex number which indicates the errors in magnitude and phase angle of the 
voltage and current measurements from PMUs.  By applying the CFs, the cali-
brated PMU measurements are obtained, 
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 MFromFromIFrom ITI __  (6-14) 
 MToToITo ITI __  (6-15) 
 MFromFromVFrom VTV __  (6-16) 
 MToToVTo VTV __  (6-17) 
where FromIT _ , ToIT _ , FromVT _  and ToVT _  are the CFs, FromI , ToI , FromV  and ToV  are 
the calibrated PMU measurements.  Equations (6-14) - (6-17) could be rewritten 
into the following form,  
 
FromFromIMFrom ITI
1
__

  (6-18) 
 ToToIMTo ITI
1-
__   (6-19) 
 FromFromVMFrom VTV
1-
__   (6-20) 
 ToToVMTo VTV
1-
__   (6-21) 
where 
1
_

FromIT , 
1-
_ToIT , 
1-
_FromVT  and 
1-
_ToVT  are the inverses of the CFs. 
Based on Kirchhoff’s circuit laws and complex power conservation laws, 
the following equations are used to solve for the CFs, 
 )(0 1jBV
jXR
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ToFrom
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
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  (6-22) 
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

  (6-23) 
 
*
1
** )(0 jBVVIVIV FromFromLineFromFromFrom   (6-24) 
 
*
2
** )()(0 jBVVIVIV ToToLineToToTo   (6-25)
 
 
where ‘*’ indicates the complex conjugate of the corresponding element. 
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Equations (6-18) and (6-25) are written as the following function, where 
the inverses of CFs and the calibrated PMU measurements are the unknowns, 
 rawiinvi MTMf ),(  (6-26) 
 0),( invj TMf  (6-27) 
where M = [ FromI , ToI , FromV , ToV ]
t
, Tinv = [
1
_

FromIT , 
1-
_ToIT , 
1-
_FromVT , 
1-
_ToVT ]
t
, Mraw = 
[ MFromI _ , MToI _ , MFromV _ , MToV _ ]
t
, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, and j = 5, 6, 7, 8. 
Equations (6-26) and (6-27) are denoted by a vector function F(X).  The 
unknowns are X = [ 1x , 1 , 2x , 2 , …, 7x , 7 , 8x , 8 ]
t
, where 1x  = Mag( FromI ), 
1  = Angle( FromI ), 2x  = Mag( ToI ), 2  = Angle( ToI ), 3x  = Mag( FromV ), = An-
gle( FromV ), 4x  = Mag( ToV ), 4  = Angle( ToV ), 5x  = Mag(
1
_

FromIT ), 5  = An-
gle(
1
_

FromIT ), 6x  = Mag(
1-
_ToIT ), 6  = Angle(
1-
_ToIT ), 7x  = Mag(
1-
_FromVT ), 7  = An-
gle( 1-_FromVT ), 8x  = Mag(
1-
_ToVT ), and 8  = Angle(
1-
_ToVT ).  Define Mag() and Angle() 
as the functions to calculate the magnitude and angle of a complex number re-
spectively, and denote angles in radians.  The magnitude and angle of the un-
knowns in (6-26) and (6-27)are denoted with a subscript ‘m’ and ‘a’ respectively.  
Relating to FromI  as an example, the parameter mFromI _  is the magnitude of FromI  
and aFromI _  is the angle of FromI . 
In order to solve for the unknowns, fi(X) and fj(X) should be expanded into 
real and imaginary part respectively.  There are 16 real valued functions.  Define 
Re() and Im() as the real and imaginary part of a complex quantity.  Then, 
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 )Re())(Re()(12 rawiii MXfXg   (6-28) 
 )Im())(Im()(2 rawiii MXfXg   (6-29) 
 0))(Re()(12  XfXg jj  (6-30) 
 0))(Im()(2  XfXg jj  (6-31) 
where i = 1, 2, 3, 4, and j = 5, 6, 7, 8. 
The magnitudes of measurements from PMUs are assumed to be of high 
accuracy.  As a result, the amplitude of CFs are expected to be unity.  Only the 
constraints for the electrical current CFs are included.  Two additional equations 
are added, 
 1)(0
1-
_  FromITMag  (6-32) 
 1)(0
1-
_  ToITMag  (6-33) 
In summary, there are 16 real unknowns and 18 equations. It is an 
overdetermined problem.  The equations are ‘solved’ by a least squares estimator.  
That is, the right and left hand side of the given 18 equations are made to agree in 
the least squares sense.  Equations (6-28)- (6-33) are written in the following 
compact form, 
 )(XFZ   (6-34)
  where Z = [Re(Mraw1), …, Im(Mraw4), 0, … ,0]
t
. 
At this point, the Newton-Raphson method is used to solve (6-34), since 
these are nonlinear equations.  The unknowns are solved by an iterative process:  
for iteration k+1, the results are updated by, 
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  (6-35) 
where J is the jacobian matrix of F( kX ).  The jacobian matrix in the (k+1)
th
 itera-
tion is given by 
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 (6-36) 
The initial values of the calibrated PMU measurements are set to be equal 
to the raw PMU measurements.  The initial values of elements in Tinv are set to be 
1, i. e. [ 05x , 
0
5 , 
0
6x , 
0
6 , 
0
7x , 
0
7 , 
0
8x , 
0
8 ] = [1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0].  After calculation, 
the calibrated PMU measurements and Tinv are obtained. The CFs are the inverses 
of Tinv. 
In the discussion above, the basic idea of utilizing the least squares estima-
tor and Newton-Raphson method to calculate the CFs is presented.  The process 
considers only the case of one TL with one PMU at each end.  Other equations 
could be developed in order to calculate CFs for additional PMU configurations.  
For example, if there are two PMUs at one substation, the voltage measurements 
made at a common bus utilizing different PMUs should be the same.  Three cases 
are considered to test the proposed correction factors based on the availability of 
raw PMU measurements. 
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6.3.2 Description of cases under study 
In the following discussion, three cases are considered.  For the purpose of 
clear identification, the description of cases under study is listed in Table 6.4. 
Table 6.4 Summary of cases under study 
Case ID Case description 
Case 1 A single three phase transmission line with PMUs at both terminals, 
as shown in Fig. 6.3. 
Case 2 Two transmission lines with four PMUs installed.  Two PMUs are 
installed at the common bus, as shown in Fig. 6.5. 
Case 3 One transmission lines with one PMU installed at one end, and with 
another PMU at the other end which could provide voltage phasor 
measurements, as shown in Fig. 6.9. 
 
6.3.3 Case 1 
In this case, both ends of the TL are installed with PMUs, as shown in Fig. 
6.3.  A practical example is given to show the effectiveness of CFs.  The TL is 
denoted by S13 – S16. 
Substation
PMU
 
Fig. 6.3 Transmission line with two PMUs (Case 1) 
In order to check the effectiveness of CFs, the following criteria are used:  
the active and reactive power mismatch are defined as, 
 lossToFrommis PPPP   (6-37) 
 lossToToFromFromToFrommis QBVVBVVQQQ  2
*
1
*
 (6-38) 
where FromP  = Re( FromV ), FromQ  = Im( FromV
*
FromI
*
FromI ), PTo = Re( ToV ), QTo = 
Im( ToV
*
ToI ), Ploss = LineI
*
LineI R, and Qloss = LineI
*
LineI X.  Under ideal conditions 
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when the measurements and the TL parameters are accurate, misP  and misQ  should 
be zero.  In the case where the CFs are not used, misP  and misQ  are nonzero.  The 
absolute values of misP  and misQ  provide an effective approach to check whether 
the measurements are accurate or not.  In Table 6.5, power mismatches of TL 
S13-S16 are listed.  According to the criteria proposed in the above discussion, 
once the CFs are applied to the measurements, the calculated power mismatches 
should be zero.  From Table 6.5, it is evident that the mismatches after calibration 
are zero.  Fig. 6.4 shows the power mismatch with and without calibration. The 
upper plot is for active power and the lower plot for reactive power.  The upper 
curves are the mismatches with calibration.  By comparison, the calibrated meas-
urements and the TL parameters match well. 
It should be pointed out that all the CFs calculations are based on a single 
set of measurements at the same instant.  The characteristics of CFs for a certain 
time duration are presented in the subsequent section. 
Table 6.5 Comparison of power mismatch before and after calibration for Case 1 
(TL S13 – S16) 
Files 
ID 
Pmis_before 
(MW) 
Qmis_before 
(MVAr) 
Pmis_after 
(MW) 
Qmis_after 
(MVAr) 
#1-1 -0.39822 -0.57087 3.6727e-10 6.9655e-10 
#1-2 -0.31651 -0.58937 1.9001e-8 1.2559e-8 
#1-3 -0.31908 -0.51865 -1.6938e-11 3.9069e-11 
#2-5 -0.60784 -0.62742 -3.3945e-6 9.1588e-7 
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Fig. 6.4 Active and reactive power mismatch (TL S13 – S16 at 230 kV voltage 
level) in 3 minutes for Case 1 (data file #2-5) 
6.3.4 Case 2 
Fig. 6.5 shows another topology of a PMU installation.  In Case 2, there 
are two TLs with four PMUs.  The voltage measurements of the bus with two 
PMUs should be the same.  
Substation
PMU
 
Fig. 6.5 Two transmission lines with four PMUs (Case 2) 
In Case 2, except for the equations corresponding to (6-26) and (6-27) for 
each TL respectively, the analysis is similar.  There is an added condition in Case 
2 because of the common bus at which voltage is measured, 
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 021 VV  (6-39) 
In (6-39), 1V  and 2V  are the calibrated voltage measurements of the two 
PMUs at the same bus.  Similar to (6-26) and (6-27), expand (6-39) into real and 
imaginary parts; and then take the derivative with respect to the unknowns to 
form the jacobian matrix.  For this case, there are 32 real unknowns, and the order 
of the jacobian matrix is 38 by 32. 
In a practical example, consider two TLs denominated S19 – S23 and S21 
– S23 respectively.  Bus S24 is the location with two PMUs.  Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.7 
show the active and reactive power mismatches in an interval of 3 minutes for TL 
S19 – S23 and S21 – S23 respectively. 
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Fig. 6.6 Curves of power mismatch (TL S19 – S23) for Case 2 over 3 
minutes (data file #1-4) 
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Table 6.6 provides the summary of the comparison of voltage differences 
from the two PMUs.  The rated voltage at bus S23 is 230 kV.  Without calibration, 
the voltage magnitude mismatches are in the range of 300 to 400 V and the volt-
age angle mismatches in the range of 0.1 degree.  With calibration, the differences 
are negligible.  Fig. 6.8 shows the voltage differences between the measurements 
with and without calibration.  The upper trace in Fig. 6.8 shows the magnitude, 
and the lower graph shows the phase angle differences. 
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Fig. 6.7 Active and reactive power mismatch (in TL S21 – S23) for Case 2 with 
data taken over3 minutes (data file #1-4) 
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Fig. 6.8 Voltage measurement difference between two PMUs for Case 2 at bus 
S23 for a 3 minute interval (data file #1-4) 
Table 6.6 Comparison of voltage measurements for case 2 at one bus from two 
PMUs (at Bus S23) 
File 
ID 
Vm_Diff_before 
(V) 
Va_Diff_before 
(Degrees) 
Vm_Diff_after 
(V) 
Va_Diff_after 
(Degrees) 
#1-1 299.979914 -0.082147 -7.3051e-11 1.2551e-11 
#1-2 341.895865 -0.096967 0.000207 0.019939 
#1-3 288.080683 -0.078402 -3.6481e-7 0.039437 
#1-4 377.477521 -0.111347 -7.3450e-9 0.019719 
 
6.3.5 Case 3 
In Fig. 6.9, the TL shown has only one PMU located at one end.  At the 
other end, there is no PMU for the TL, but the PMU at the other TL could provide 
a voltage measurement.  There are three raw PMU measurements and 3 CFs.  The 
electrical current at the end without PMU is treated as an unknown.  In this con-
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figuration, the total number of real unknowns is 14.  The order of the jacobian 
matrix is 15 by 14. 
In a practical example of Case 3, the TL S3 – S16 has one PMU at bus S3.  
Only the voltage measurement from PMU at Bus L is used in the calculation, and 
only the voltage CF is calculated.  When calculating the power mismatch, the cal-
culated current is used for bus L to obtain the injected power.  Fig. 6.10 shows the 
active and reactive power mismatch during a certain period of 3 minutes. 
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Fig. 6.9 One transmission line with one PMU (Case 3) 
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Fig. 6.10 Active and reactive power mismatch (TL S3 – S16) for Case 3 over 3 
minutes (data file #2-5) 
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6.3.6 Other possible cases 
There are a wide variety of possible PMU and bus configurations.  As a 
final example, consider the configuration in which more than four PMUs are in-
volved in the calibration process.  As shown in Fig. 6.11, there are N TLs with 
2(N-1) PMUs.  For two PMUs at the same bus, (6-36) could be used to deal with 
the voltage measurements from the two PMUs at the same substation.  All CFs 
can be calculated simultaneously.  If there are more than two PMUs at one bus, as 
in the case of the radial structure shown in Fig. 6.12, a similar process could be 
applied to calibrate all the PMUs simultaneously.  In summary, by applying CFs, 
the calibrated PMU measurements and the TL parameters match well.  The power 
mismatches are zero in all three cases of different PMU installation. 
Substation
PMU
TL 1 TL 2 TL n…
 
Fig. 6.11 N transmission lines with (2N-2) PMUs in chain structure 
Substation
PMU
…
 
Fig. 6.12 Transmission lines with PMUs in a radial structure 
6.4 Implementation of correction factors 
6.4.1 Characteristics of correction factors 
In this section, the characteristics of CFs are presented.  All the calcula-
tions of CFs are based on the measurements at the same instant. It is meaningful 
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to explore the characteristics of CFs in order to calibrate the PMU measurements.  
The proposed idea calibrates the PMU measurements in real time using CFs based 
on previous measurements. 
The magnitudes of both current and voltage CFs in a certain time period 
do not change.  But the angles of the CFs are different for measurements taken at 
different instants.  Fig. 6.13 shows the angles of current and voltage CFs in a pe-
riod of 3 minutes. The total number of measurements is 5400. It is observed that 
the angles of CFs are not constant. By comparison, the angles of voltage CFs vary 
around a specific value, while the angles of electrical current CFs vary greatly. In 
Table 6.7 and Table 6.8, the mean values and standard deviations of the phase an-
gles of CFs for measurements in different data files are listed.  
Table 6.7 Mean values of phase angle of CFs (TL S13 – S16) in Case 1 
File 
ID 
mean(Ti1_a) 
(Degrees) 
mean(Ti2_a) 
(Degrees) 
mean(Tv1_a) 
(Degrees) 
mean(Tv1_a) 
(Degrees) 
#1-1 0.097409 -0.59271 0.121766 -0.12908 
#1-2 1.081243 0.273868 0.130027 -0.13793 
#1-3 -0.31134 -1.39308 0.141845 -0.14889 
#2-5 0.023247 -0.4265 0.083277 -0.08949 
 
Table 6.8 Standard deviations of phase angle of CFs (TL S13 – S16) in Case 1 
File 
ID 
Std(Ti1_a) 
(Degrees) 
Std(Ti2_a) 
(Degrees) 
Std(Tv1_a) 
(Degrees) 
Std(Tv1_a) 
(Degrees) 
#1-1 0.225921 0.213653 0.014263 0.014893 
#1-2 0.289362 0.249809 0.00995 0.010552 
#1-3 0.234668 0.216339 0.010629 0.011094 
#2-5 0.229699 0.222982 0.008461 0.009135 
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Fig. 6.13 Phase angles of current and voltage CFs for PMU 12 (data file #2-5) 
As shown in Table 6.8, the standard deviations of voltage phase angle CFs 
are small, while the standard deviations of electrical current phase angle CFs are 
large.  As a result, the calculated voltage CFs could be used to calibrate voltage 
measurements in the subsequent time period.  For a TL, when the voltages at both 
ends and the TL constants are known, it is easy to calculate the required infor-
mation, such as currents and power flow. 
6.4.2 Implementation of correction factors 
Fig. 6.14 shows a diagram which describes how CFs are applied.  A time 
window is introduced which is the time duration for executing the calibration pro-
cess using CFs.  As the calibration process begins, voltage CFs based on raw 
PMU measurements in Window 0 are obtained.  The mean voltage CFs of meas-
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urements in Window 0 is used to calibrate measurements in Window 1.  For 
measurements in Window 1, calibrated PMU measurements are obtained using 
the CFs from Window 0.  Subsequently, CFs are also calculated from measure-
ments in Window 1 in Window 2.  The calibration process would continue using 
this sliding window approach. 
In the practical case, the length of the time window is 2 seconds.  There 
are 60 measurements in the time window. Comparison of the angle difference 
across the TL shows the implementation of CFs.  Angle differences based on raw 
PMU measurements are denoted as Abf.  Angle differences based on calibrated 
PMU measurements using CFs at each instant are denoted as Aaf.  Angle differ-
ences based on calibrated PMU measurements using the CFs from previous time 
window are denoted as Awin.  In Fig. 6.15, plots of Abf, Aaf and Awin are shown re-
spectively.  The plot of Aaf is smoother than that of Abf and Awin. The plot of Awin 
maintains the shape and changing trend of Abf.  In Fig. 6.16, plots of Abf, Aaf and 
Awin are shown in the same upper graph.  The plot of Aaf cannot be seen for it is 
covered (over-plotted) by that of Awin.  Partial curves of Aaf and Awin are magnified 
for a better display.  The differences between Aaf and Awin are shown in the lower 
graph. It is observed that the differences between Aaf and Awin are in an acceptable 
range. 
The proposed calibration process is meaningful for the applications of 
PMU measurements in power systems.  The calibrated voltage phasor measure-
ments provide a more accurate snapshot of the system state.  Accurate measure-
ments are the basis of applications which require high precision data, such as state 
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estimation and transient instability monitoring.  The calibration process could be 
implemented in real-time. 
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Fig. 6.14 Diagram showing implementation of correction factors 
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Fig. 6.15 Angle differences across TL S13 – S16 (data file #2-5) in Case 1 
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Fig. 6.16 Phase angle differences across TL S13 – S16 (data file #2-5) (above); 
difference between Awin and Aaf (below) in Case 1 
6.5 Conclusions 
The research in this chapter deals with the error, accuracy and validation 
of PMU measurements from a practical electric power system.  Data from opera-
tions planning cases are integrated with measurements taken during actual opera-
tion.  In order to utilize PMU measurements in system control, validation of the 
data from PMUs is required.  The calculated TL impedance based on the raw 
measurements from PMUs shows big difference from TL parameters from plan-
ning data.  Correction factors are introduced to calibrate the current and voltage 
measurements.  The CFs are complex quantities which indicate possible error in 
the magnitude and angle of the measurements.  Three different cases are consid-
ered to calculate the CFs.  By analyzing the characteristics of CFs, a novel cali-
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bration process of PMU measurements is proposed which is applicable in real-
time power system operation. 
The accuracy of PMU measurements is an important issue in power sys-
tem operation.  Further work is needed to test the effectiveness of CFs at a system 
level rather than only considering a simple single TL model.  More information is 
needed to accomplish this goal (e.g., active and reactive power measurements 
from SCADA system).  Specific sources of errors in PMU measurements indicat-
ed by CFs need to be identified.  Simulation of the instrumentation channel would 
be helpful to determine the possible errors introduced by the instrumentation 
channel. 
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Chapter 7  
 IMPACT OF PMU MEASUREMENT BUFFER LENGTH ON STATE ESTI-
MATION AND ITS OPTIMIZATION 
7.1 The role of PMU measurements in state estimation 
 State estimation is a key function in the energy management system for 
the secure operation of power systems.  State estimation is commonly formulated 
as a weighted least squares (WLS) problem to obtain the best estimate of system 
states based on a set of measurements and assumed system configuration [4].  The 
conventional measurements obtained from the SCADA system for the state esti-
mator include branch flows, power injections and voltage and current magnitudes.  
A time skew problem has long been observed in SCADA data which are assumed 
to be taken from the same snapshot of a power system, and time skew in meas-
urements has an impact on the accuracy of the state estimation [60].  PMUs could 
provide the voltage and current phasor with time stamps utilizing synchronized 
measurement technology.  The synchronized PMU measurements are superior to 
the conventional measurements in terms of resolution and accuracy.  Currently, 
incorporating PMU measurements into the traditional state estimator is being 
studied since the number of PMUs installed in various systems is not sufficient to 
solve the state estimation problem by exclusively using PMU measurements. 
However, the PMU measurements are not free of measurement errors, 
time stamp error and noise.  The major source of the errors in PMU measurements 
is due to the instrumentation channel, comprised of the instrument transformer, 
the A/D converters, and the communication channel which connects these com-
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ponents.  The error due to the instrumentation channel is systematic and could be 
corrected by the correction factors proposed in [61]. 
In order to effectuate the most likely state estimate, the measurement 
weights in state estimation are determined by the corresponding elements in the 
error covariance matrix.  A tuning process to determine the weights for PMU 
measurements is provided in [62].  The method assumes that only one measure-
ment from one PMU is processed together with other conventional measurements.  
In practical systems, the reporting rate of PMU measurements is much higher than 
that of convention measurements.  If a buffer of PMU measurements is utilized 
(i.e., a memory buffer of length Nbl), the variance of the PMU measurements 
could be directly calculated.  As for the noise in the PMU measurements which is 
a random process and needs to be modeled accordingly, noise is generally as-
sumed to be normally distributed with zero mean.  In this sense, more measure-
ments should be included to yield best estimate of the ‘true’ value of the state 
when the system is static.  However, power systems are never truly stationary or 
static. The more measurements that are included, the larger is the deviation that 
would result due to system dynamics.  These competing aspects raise the question 
of how to choose the buffer length of the PMU measurements in preprocessing 
state estimation.  The first aspect is referred to as uncertainty due to the noise in 
the measurements.  The second aspect is referred to as variation of data due to the 
change in the system dynamic states.  In this chapter, the importance of insuring a 
good tradeoff between these two aspects is illustrated and an approach is proposed 
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to determine the optimal buffer length. In the discussion that follows, it is as-
sumed that the bad data have been removed from the raw PMU measurements. 
7.2 Statistical description of the PMU measurements 
The PMU measurements are not deterministic in nature for they are not 
exactly predicable.  If the system is assumed to be static, only noise in the meas-
urements is considered.  The description of one measurement from one PMU, 
which measures directly the voltage magnitude or angle i.e., one state variable, at 
a certain instant t1 is as follows, 
 )()()( 111 tvtXtZ iii   (7-1) 
where iZ  is a PMU measurement at bus i, iX  is the system state component at 
bus i (voltage magnitude or angle), and iv  is the PMU noise.  The noise is as-
sumed to be normally distributed with zero mean and standard deviation σ.  In 
this model, the system state and the standard deviation σ of the noise are unknown.  
In order to estimate the system state, an ensemble of measurements from many 
‘identical’ PMUs installed at the same substation at t1 is required.  In practical 
systems, such an ensemble of measurements is not usually available.  In most cas-
es, there is only one PMU installed at a substation. 
The PMU measurements series is a set of random variables as described in 
(7-1).  If a random process is ergodic, the time average is equivalent to the en-
semble average.  In this case, a single-sample time signal of the process could be 
used to estimate the system state utilizing straightforward statistical methods.  
Consider N measurements under static operating conditions.  The mean zˆ  of the 
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random variable Z is usually estimated by the average of the sample, which is the 
maximum likelihood estimator of xμ  under the assumption of independently and 
identically distributed (i.i.d.) noise observations.  Under this realistic assumption 
the estimator is asymptotically efficient and consistent [63].  The sample mean is 
  
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ˆ  (7-2) 
where )( itZ  is denoted as iZ  for compactness.  The variance of the estimated 
mean is  
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From (7-3), the variance of the estimated mean will usually decrease when more 
measurements are used. 
Ergodicity and stationarity should be tested before a PMU measurement 
(which is a single-sample time signal in most cases) is used.  In practice, power 
systems are never strictly static or stationary.  The system states vary due to 
changing operating conditions.  Consider the PMU measurements in one second.  
Suppose the reporting rate is n samples per second.  The measurement series is 
denoted by z = [ 1z , 2z , …, nz ].  The following equations describe the measure-
ments in a one second interval, 
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where x1 is the system state at the top of the second, x  =[ 2x , 3x , …, nx ]
T
 is 
the change of the system state compared with 1x .  The vector x  is a random 
process.  It is difficult to describe x  in a probabilistic sense because the change 
of operating conditions is generally difficult to predict. 
7.3 State estimation 
Static state estimation is applied to process a set of measurements to ob-
tain the best estimate of the system states in a least square sense.  The equations 
relating the measurements z and the state vector x are 
 exhz  )(  (7-5) 
where z is the measurement vector, e is the measurement error vector and )(xh  
are functions of the system states x.  The covariance matrix of e is denoted as R. 
Since the stated formulation (7-5) is nonlinear, linearization of the func-
tion )(xh  is used and the resulting linear state estimation is formulated as a 
weighted least square (WLS) problem.  This is solved by an iterative scheme 
changing the point of linearization as needed.  In the k
th
 iteration, the WLS prob-
lem is solved by 
 k
T
kk
T
kk zRHHRHx 
 111 )(ˆ  (7-6) 
 
where kxˆ  = kxˆ  − 1-ˆkx , kxˆ  being the estimated state vector, and 1-ˆkx  being the 
estimated state vector from previous iteration, kH  is the jacobian matrix, R is the 
covariance matrix of e, and kz  = z − h( 1-ˆkx ).  The residual vector r is defined as 
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 )ˆ(xhzr    (7-7) 
where xˆ  is the final estimated state vector.  The Euclidean norm of r is 
 rrindex   (7-8) 
For a synthetic test bed, the performance of state estimation can also be 
evaluated using the normalized norm of the state vector error defined by, 
 )dim(/-ˆ xxxxind   (7-9) 
where x is the true state which is obtained by solving the power flow equations, xˆ  
is the estimated state vector using noisy measurements, dim(x) is the dimension of 
vector x and indx  is the normalized Euclidean norm of the estimation error.  Nor-
malizing gives a standard index valid for power systems of different size.  The 
main reason to choose indx  instead of indexr  as a metric is that indx  directly reflects 
the discrepancy between the estimated states and the true states.  It should be not-
ed that indx  is only obtainable for a synthetic test bed.  On the other hand, indexr  
can be used for both synthetic and real life power system measurements. 
When incorporating PMU measurements into the state estimator, the dif-
ferent reporting rates of the conventional measurements and PMU measurements 
would raise the question as to how to synchronize and when to use the measure-
ments.  This issue includes the determination of the optimal buffer length of PMU 
measurements.  Assume that in a practical system, the state estimator runs every 
30 seconds.  As shown in Fig. 7.1, assume that the reporting rate of the measure-
ments from the remote terminal unit (RTU) is 1 per second.  The reporting rate of 
the synchronized measurements is assumed to be 30 per second.  The convention-
al measurements from the RTU in the last second of the cycle are used in the state 
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estimation.  There are 30 measurements from the PMU in one second.  The ques-
tion as discussed above is how could the PMU measurements be integrated into 
the state estimation?  The first question is the determination of the buffer length.  
The mean value of measurement data in the buffer is used in the state estimation.  
It should be noted here that even though the SCADA data are assumed to be taken 
from the same snapshot of the system, the time skew remains problematic [60]. 
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Fig. 7.1 Data stream of RTU data and PMU data in one state estimation cycle 
7.4 Test bed simulations: PMU buffer length impact on state estimation 
In this section, the two previously explained aspects of PMU measure-
ments and their impact on the choice of buffer length are illustrated.  These are: (1) 
the uncertainty due to measurement noise; and (2) the variation of data due to the 
change in the system states.  The simulations are carried out on a test system 
which is derived from an actual power system.  Heuristic evaluation is applied on 
the impact of different buffer lengths on state estimation results in the real life 
based test bed.  Theoretical analysis is provided as well. 
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7.4.1 A real life based test bed description 
For purposes of illustrating the time synchronization and buffer length de-
sign problems, consider a test system.  In this test bed, Monte Carlo simulation is 
used to replicate actual system operation.  The test bed includes 180 buses and 
254 branches.  The measurements used for state estimation include 475 branch 
flows, 198 injections, and 75 voltage magnitudes.  The total number of the con-
ventional measurements is 748.  Plow flow solutions from PSAT [64] are used for 
the state estimation.  Different numbers of PMUs are installed.  This particular 
test system is derived from an actual power system, and it is believed that results 
obtained and conditions modeled are typical.  The simulated PMU voltage meas-
urements series is obtained by the following method: 
a) Obtain the voltage angle solution from the power flow file. 
b) Create a vector with dimension measN , where measN  is the total number 
of PMU measurements. 
c) Add normally distributed noise to the PMU measurements. 
The variance of the noise is changed in different cases to assess its impact 
on the residual.  It should be noted that the simulated measN  measurements could 
be treated as a stationary random process under the assumption that the system is 
static.  Also the simulated measN  measurements could be treated as measurements 
provided by ‘identical’ PMUs at the same instant.  The scalar indexr  defined in (7-8) 
is used as an index to check the impact of different buffer length of PMU meas-
urements on the state estimation.  It is should be noted that there is no noise added 
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to the conventional measurements at first.  The main purpose of study in this part 
is to show that processing a buffer of PMU measurements helps reduce the impact 
of noise uncertainty.  For simplicity, the covariance matrix R used in the state es-
timation is an identity matrix.  In other words, the weights for the PMU measure-
ments and the conventional measurements are the same.  It is straightforward to 
obtain the variance of a buffer of PMU measurements which is helpful in deter-
mining the weights of PMU measurements in the state estimation.  In the next 
section, the optimal weights for both SCADA and PMUs will be considered in the 
WLS.  subsetN  could be treated as the number of Monte-Carlo replications.  For 
different buffer length blN , subsetN  should be the same.  measN  equals blN * subsetN .  
For a given buffer length blN , the mean value of the measurements in each subset 
is calculated.  Then each of the mean values is used in the state estimation to ob-
tain indexr . 
As show in Fig. 7.2, the quantity indexr  is also a random variable when as-
suming the measurements are provided by identical PMUs.  In this case, measN  is 
300, blN  is 3 and subsetN  which is the number of the subsets is 100.  In order to 
obtain the probability distribution function of the indexr , a large number of Monte 
Carlo simulations are conducted. 
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Fig. 7.2 The simulated indexr  of the state estimation when blN  = 3,   = 1 degree 
7.4.2 Reducing noise uncertainty in the measurements: practical illustration 
In order to illustrate the impact of noise uncertainty on state estimation, 
the cumulative distribution of indexr  is examined.  As stated in the above subsec-
tion, indexr  is also a random variable.  Fig. 7.3 shows the cumulative distribution of 
indexr  for two values of the buffer length.  Assume the confidence level is set to be 
0.95; the corresponding indexr  for different buffer length is used as a metric to de-
termine the optimal buffer length.  This buffer length metric is denoted by 95.0r .  
The buffer length of the measurements from the 15 PMUs is changed at the same 
time.  From Fig. 7.3, the probability of indexr  being less than 2.252*10
-3
 is 0.95 
when blN  = 30.  On the other hand, the probability of indexr  being less than 
2.252*10
-3
 is almost zero when blN  = 3.  The indexr  corresponding to 0.95 confi-
dence level is 5.241*10
-3
 when blN  = 3.  It is obvious that 95.0r  decreases as the 
buffer length increases.  When the system is static, the larger the blN  is, the better 
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the state estimation gets.  The more data that are considered in the sample mean 
the better the state estimate of voltage magnitudes and angles.  This can be as-
sessed by (7-3).  Since some measurements are provided with better accuracy, the 
state estimation is also impacted by a better precision.  Fig. 7.4 shows the results 
from the simulation case for the same test bed.  It is evident that if only the uncer-
tainty due to noise in measurements is considered, a large buffer length would 
yield better (lower) indexr  than a small buffer length. 
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Fig. 7.3 The cumulative distribution of indexr  when   = 0.1, blN  = 3, 30 in the real 
life based test bed 
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Fig. 7.4 Impact of buffer length on 95.0r  when   = 0.1, 0.05, 0.01 in the real life 
based test bed 
7.4.3 Reducing noise uncertainty in the measurements: Analytical illustration 
The first aspect which is uncertainty due to the noise in PMU measure-
ments is illustrated and the way to improve the estimate of the electrical power 
state vector when the system is considered static by exploiting PMU measure-
ments is shown. Different parameters that influence the buffer length impact on 
state estimation are considered as well. These parameters are: the number of in-
stalled PMUs, their placement, and ratio between SCADA and PMU error stand-
ard deviations. In some cases, redundancy can also affect the buffer length impact 
as well. 
Consider the previously described real life test bed.  If the state vector x 
contained both voltages magnitudes and angles, considering two norms would 
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have been recommended, one representing the angles errors and the other for the 
voltage magnitude errors.  Each PMU delivers several measurements in time 
which are considered to be i.i.d. Gaussian.  Furthermore, Monte Carlo simulations 
are carried out where the estimation is replicated 500 times and the mean of the 
norm of the error is shown,  
 


500
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500
1
k
k
ind
M
ind xx   (7-10) 
where ][kindx  the error norm obtained at the k
th
 Monte-Carlo run.  The quantity mindx _  
is the index evaluated on the voltage magnitude states, and aindx _  is its angle coun-
terpart.  The error standard deviations used for PMU voltage angle and magnitude 
are 2*10
-2 
degrees and 10
-2
 pu, and for SCADA power and voltage magnitude 
1.5*10
-2 
pu and 10
-2
 pu respectively.  It should be noted that in practice, the error 
variance of the PMUs is due not only to the sensors but also to the communication 
process. 
In order to assess the impact of the installed number of PMUs, measure-
ments from 20, 30 and 60 PMUs are integrated into state estimation together with 
the 748 conventional measurements.  The 30 PMUs are placed at different loca-
tions than the 20 PMUs.  The 60 PMUs include the first 20 PMUs but not the 30 
PMUs.  Fig. 7.5 illustrates the impact of PMUs placement on the buffer length 
based state estimation.  In some cases, increasing the buffer length changes the 
performance obtained with different PMU placements.  In the upper Fig. 7.5, the 
30 PMUs based SE results with a different PMU placement offer a slightly better 
performance than the 60 PMUs for large buffer lengths.  For small buffer lengths 
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the opposite is true.  It seems that the optimal PMU placement depends in some 
cases on the buffer length used. 
It is also convenient to consider the plots obtained when evaluating the 
normalized index on the state errors directly improved by the PMUs or on buses 
where PMUs are installed. mindx _ (PMU) is the index evaluated on the voltage 
magnitude states related only to PMUs; aindx _ (PMU) is its angle counterpart.  The 
obtained curves are shown in Fig. 7.6.  In the case, where the PMUs are very pre-
cise even for blN  = 1, i.e., their variance is very small if compared to the SCADA 
errors variance, the state variables linked to the PMUs measurements are already 
very precise. Although increasing the buffer length improves these PMU state 
variables estimation, as illustrated in the lower Fig. 7.6, this improvement is still 
negligible if compared to the other state errors that are not improved significantly.  
The same remark holds for small numbers of PMUs installed in the system.  This 
statement explains the non-decreasing curve in the lower Fig. 7.5. 
Consider the impact of the ratio of the SCADA and PMU standard devia-
tion.  If the previous SCADA error variances are fixed, 120 PMUs are considered 
for which voltage angle and magnitude standard deviations are respectively: (10
-2
 
and 5*10
-3
 degrees), and (5*10
-3
 and 5*10
-3
 pu).  The curves obtained are shown 
in Fig. 7.7.  The buffer length impact will be maximized in a certain interval 
based on the ratio between the noise SCADA and PMUs variances as illustrated 
in Fig. 7.7. 
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Fig. 7.5 Impact of the buffer length on state estimation error Mindx  considering dif-
ferent PMU placements in the real life based test bed 
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Fig. 7.7 Impact of the buffer length on state estimation error Mindx considering dif-
ferent ratio of the SCADA and PMU standard deviation in the real life based test 
bed  
From these curves, it is concluded that the impact of increasing the buffer 
length depends on the number of PMUs in the system and the ratio of the SCADA 
and PMU standard deviation.  As more PMUs are introduced, increasing the buff-
er length improves SE.  In conclusion, state estimation improvement is quite a 
complex problem that depends on different practical factors.  Generally in the 
static case, increasing the buffer length will improve significantly the estimation 
especially when using the practical real life data.  Even in the cases where the 
buffer length increase does not improve the estimation, it still does not degrade it. 
To give some statistical insight about the results, it is noted that if x is 
estimated in the linear model, 
 eHxY   (7-11) 
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where Y mR , x lR , Y(k),...,Y(m) are measured by the PMUs series denoted by 
}{ tjY , for j = k,...,m and t = 1, ..., n, then under the assumption that the mean E(e)= 
0 and Cov(e) = R; the Gauss-Markov theorem states that the WLS with weighting 
matrix R
-1
, which is the maximum likelihood, is also the best linear unbiased es-
timator [65] (i.e., it insures the minimum estimator covariance matrix trace among 
linear unbiased estimators) with, 
 11 )()ˆ(  HRHCxCov T . (7-12) 
This means that the variance var( ixˆ ) = E( ixˆ  − E( ixˆ ))
2
 = E( ixˆ  − xi)
2
 = Cii where Cii 
is the i
th
 diagonal element of C.  Since the observations from k to m are PMUs 
with n measurements i.e., m−k PMU signals with length n,  
n
t
t
j
PMU
j YnY
1
/1 , j = 
k,…,m; the error matrix R is given by: R = diag( 21 ,…,
2
1k , 
2
k /n,…, 
2
m /n).  By 
replacing R in (7-12), it is noticed that when n increases the diagonal variances Cii 
decrease.  It should be noted that the previous model is only a linear approxima-
tion of the real non-linear system.  Following this development, the error can also 
be quantified by, 
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22 ))(ˆ(var))()(ˆ()ˆ(  (7-13) 
Furthermore, if all measurements are derived from PMUs then the squared norm 
of the estimation error will even decrease faster since all the diagonal elements Cii 
will be proportional to 1/n.  This means that the larger the number of PMUs in-
stalled the smaller the bias is. 
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7.4.4 Adapting to data variation 
The impact of changing system state parameters on estimation is shown in 
this section.  Since the system is in practice dynamic and not static, several varia-
bles of the electrical network change with time, such variables are: loads, imped-
ances, generators and possibly other parameters.  To reach this goal, the previous 
curve, which corresponds to noise uncertainty, is made horizontal by eliminating 
the observation noise ε in (7-1).  Separating the dynamic effect from the noise un-
certainty reduction in a real life system is difficult since they both add together.  A 
system with changing loads after 5 observations is considered.  Fig. 8 shows the 
obtained results for the real-life based test system.  In the simulations, only the 
active parts of loads are changed.  Since the active power is closely coupled with 
voltage angles, only voltage angle error is shown in Fig. 7.8.  From this figure, it 
is clear that when the buffer length increases, the committed estimation error ac-
cumulates and increases. 
To give further insight into these results, suppose that n measurements in 
the PMUs are considered.  This means that 
 


n
t
j
t
j
PMU
j xhYnY
1
)(/1  (7-14) 
where PMUjY  is the estimate obtained from the available j
th
 PMU datum.  The esti-
mate is equal to the )(xh j  since   = 0. 
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Fig. 7.8 Impact of the buffer length on state estimation error Mindx considering vari-
ations of system operating condition in the real life based test bed 
Consider now that a jump in the observations has occurred at instant t = q1 
which is equal to 5 due to a change in system parameters.  If n = blN  = 8 < 2*5, 
for example, the error obtained in this case is 
 )())()()((
1
)( )2()2()2()2(1
)1()1(
1
)2()2( xhxhqnxhq
n
xhY jjjj
PMU
j 
 (7-15) 
where )( )1()1( xh j  and )(
)2()2( xh j  represent the system before and after the parame-
ter change respectively.  This change can be in the state vector x or in other ele-
ments in h(.).  Finally, the equation is, 
 )]()([)( )2()2()1()1(1)2()2( xhxh
n
q
xhY jjj
PMU
j   (7-16) 
It is remarked that when the state changes, the error is different from zero.  
A better choice would be to insure that n < 1q  and commit a null error.  This will 
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split the estimation in two intervals one before the system change and a second 
after the change. 
It is also observed that the smaller 1q  is with respect to n the smaller the 
committed error is.  This is true if after the first change the system stays static for 
quite a long time.  In fact, following the 1q , the error is expected to decrease. In 
the real case, there could be a second, a third and many other changes until the k
th
 
change at step qk; the error may accumulate and is given by: 
 


k
i
kk
j
ii
j
ikk
j
PMU
j xhxh
n
q
xhY
1
)()()()()()( )]()([)(  (7-17) 
An increase in the error in PMUjY  implies an increase in the state estimation 
error which explains the results shown in Fig. 7.8.  However, the curve is general-
ly quite random; errors can accumulate as shown and then decrease if the system 
comes back to a previous state for example.  For practical systems, the loads 
would always vary.  The continuous increase of load in the simulation would only 
be one possible case. 
There is another simpler way to illustrate the impact of buffer length on 
state estimation error considering variation of system operation conditions.  Con-
sider the instant at the end of one changing interval.  Comparison is made based 
on the system state at that instant.  Many PMU measurements prior to this instant 
are available.  Increase the buffer length gradually, and the state estimation errors 
are shown in Fig. 7.9.  It is clearly shown that the state estimation error would in-
crease when neglecting the variations of system operating conditions. 
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Fig. 7.9 Impact of the buffer length on state estimation error Mindx considering vari-
ations of system operating condition in the real life based test bed 
7.4.5 Determination of the optimal buffer length 
Attention is turned to the design of the optimal input data buffer length.  If 
the variation of PMU measurements due to the change of the system states could 
be quantified, the optimal buffer length is obtained when the summation of resid-
ual due to the uncertainty and variation of measurements is minimum.  If the un-
certainty level is pre-determined based on preliminary knowledge, similar curves, 
as shown in Fig. 7.4, could be obtained to display the relationship between the 
residual index and the buffer length.  However, it is difficult to separate the im-
pact of the uncertainty and the variation of the measurements, and it is difficult to 
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describe the variation of system states in a probabilistic sense.  Fig. 7.10 is a pic-
torial of the possible changing trend of the system states (shown by the dashed 
curves).  It is possible that the system is static as shown by the dashed straight line 
or varying as shown by the other two dashed curves.  As explained previously, it 
is very important to insure the best possible tradeoff between reducing noise un-
certainty impact on estimation and improving system change tracking accuracy.  
The first objective implies increasing the buffer length is beneficial whereas the 
second objective implies that it is beneficial to decrease the buffer length.  Thus, 
the goal consists of finding an optimal buffer length.  As a result, a method based 
on hypothesis testing is proposed to solve this problem. 
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Fig. 7.10 Determination of the optimal buffer length 
7.5 Determination of the optimal buffer length by hypothesis testing 
7.5.1 The basis of hypothesis testing 
As stated in the previous section, it is meaningful to utilize all measure-
ments to extract as much information as possible.  In order to find the optimal 
buffer length, a method based on hypothesis testing is proposed.  The basic idea is 
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to test whether the system is static or not.  More importantly, the focus would be 
on detecting the mean shifts in time.  The change in the mean is more challenging 
than the change of variance since the change in the mean will introduce a bias in 
estimation and cause the non-consistency of the estimator opposite to the impact 
of the variance.  The stationary is tested by the equality of two means.  The means 
are calculated based on different sections of a random sequence.  Reference [63] 
contains a complete discussion of hypothesis testing.  The null and alternate hy-
pothesis are:  
H0 = The two mean values are equal. 
H1 = The two mean values are not equal. 
Assume that the reporting rate of a PMU is 30 frames per second.  The 
procedure to determine the optimal buffer length is as follows: 
a) Assume that the HTn  measurements in HTt  second are divided into 
subsetn  subsets.  Each subset contains measn  measurements.  The subsetn  subsets are 
denoted by Z(1), Z(2),…, Z( subsetn ). 
b) For the latest measurements in Z( subsetn ), determine whether there is a 
large change in the system state.  This could be done by setting a certain threshold 
for the standard deviation of the five measurements.  The threshold is set to guar-
antee that the change of system states is detected.  The choice of the threshold 
should be tuned in practical implementation.  If the standard deviation is less than 
the threshold, 1bfn  simply equals measn . Go to step c).  If 1bfn  is less than measn , a 
change of state is detected in the given measn  measurements.  In this case, nbf1 
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equals the number of measurements before the change occurs.  If 1bfn  is less than 
measn , the optimal buffer length is 1bfn  and the procedure is terminated. 
c) Conduct the hypothesis testing between subset Z( subsetn ) and Z( subsetn -
1), …, Z(3) and Z(2), Z(2) and Z(1).  The testing results are denoted by ih  (i= 1, 
2,…, subsetn -1).  When the null hypothesis 0H  is satisfied, ih  is zero.  A simple 
method is proposed to obtain blopN _  for the purpose of quick execution.  The op-
timal buffer length blopN _  could be calculated by 
Nop_bl = max(nmeas, 2nmeas 1h , 3nmeas 1h 2h , 4nmeas 1h 2h 3h , …, nsubsetnmeas               
( 1h 2h 3h … 2subsetn
h
1subsetn
h ))  (7-18) 
where the bar over ih  denotes the complement of ih , ‘max’ means the maximum 
value of the vector entry (infinite norm).   
Consider a specific example:  assume the PMU reporting rate is 30 frames 
per second, and the thirty measurements are divided into six subsets.  Each subset 
contains 5 measurements.  The procedure to determine the optimal buffer length 
in this case is summarized in Fig. 7.11. 
7.5.2 An illustration of the hypothesis testing technique 
In this section, a second illustrative example is given.  The objective is to 
illustrate the hypothesis testing technique.  In the example, PMU voltage angle 
measurements from an actual power system are used.  Fig. 7.12 shows a time se-
ries of measurements over 60 s.  The relative voltage angles are with respect to a 
selected reference PMU.  The reporting rate is 30 frames per second.  There are 
1800 measurements in total.  Even though state estimation is not generally run 
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every second, the hypothesis testing is applied on measurements for all of the 60 
seconds to determine the optimal buffer length. 
The optimal buffer length of each second is displayed in Fig. 7.13.  There 
are four cases when the optimal buffer length is 10.  There are two cases when the 
optimal buffer length is less than five, which means in the latest measurement 
subset variation of system state is detected.  The variance of the processed PMU 
measurements is shown in Fig. 7.14.  Since a buffer of PMU measurements is 
processed, the variance could be calculated by (7-3).  By observation, the two 
largest variances in Fig. 7.14 correspond to the two smallest buffer lengths in Fig. 
7.13 respectively.  According to (7-6), larger variance results in lower weights in 
state estimation.  The matrix R in (7-6) is chosen as being the inverse of the esti-
mated covariance matrix of the errors giving, by the same, the optimal WLS for 
this case. 
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Fig. 7.11 Determination of the optimal buffer length by hypothesis testing 
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Fig. 7.12 PMU measurements from a practical power system in 60 seconds (PMU 
13, data files #4-41, #4-42) 
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Fig. 7.13 The optimal buffer length of the PMU 13 measurements in 60 seconds 
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Fig. 7.14 The variances of processed PMU 13 measurements in 60 seconds 
7.5.3 Buffer length determination for measurements from multiple PMUs 
The buffer length optimization for measurements from a single PMU is 
implemented following the procedure described in the previous subsection.  The 
question arises as to how to determine the optimal buffer length for measurements 
from multiple PMUs.  The answer to this question is straightforward.  Since only 
the mean of the buffer of measurements is used in the state estimation, the optimal 
buffer length for individual PMU is not related with the optimal buffer lengths for 
other PMUs.  For example, if the optimal buffer lengths for two PMUs are denot-
ed by 1blN  and 2blN .  The chance that 1blN  is different from 2blN  is high, for the 
impact of changing operating conditions on system states is different from one 
bus location to the other.  Assume 1blN  is greater than 2blN .  More measurements 
are recommended to be processed to reduce the impact of noise uncertainty.  As a 
result, the corresponding buffer lengths for the two PMUs are different. 
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7.6 Conclusions 
The research in this chapter deals with an important issue when integrating 
PMU measurements into state estimation. Due to the different reporting rates of 
the conventional measurements and the PMU measurements, the question of how 
to buffer PMU measurements is raised.  Two aspects need to be considered.  One 
aspect is the uncertainty with respect to the noise in the measurements.  The other 
is the natural variation of the system state.  Simulations are carried out on a real-
life based test bed to illustrate the impact of different buffer lengths of PMU 
measurements on the state estimation residual.  When only considering the noise 
in the measurements, large buffer length of PMU measurements would reduce the 
state estimation residual and improve the performance of state estimation.  How-
ever, large buffer length would result in increased state estimation residual when 
the system states vary.  Analytical illustrations are also presented to support the 
conclusions obtained in the simulations. 
The impacts of buffer length on state estimation residual due to the uncer-
tainty of the measurements and the variation of the system states are conflicting.  
The tradeoff between the uncertainty of the measurements and variation of the 
system states requires the determination of the optimal buffer length.  A method is 
proposed to determine the optimal buffer length of PMU measurements.  Since it 
is difficult to separate the noise in the measurements and variation of the system 
states due to the system operating condition change, hypothesis testing is applied 
to test the stationarity of the system states.  A procedure is described to determine 
the optimal buffer.  Furthermore, statistical analysis of these aspects and the buff-
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er length impact is provided. The state estimation weights associated with PMU 
measurements were determined from the developed procedure for the optimal 
length determination. 
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Chapter 8  
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
8.1 Principal conclusions 
Research has been done to explore the potential applications of PMU 
measurements based on the assumption that high accuracy is obtained both in the 
quantities and the synchronization feature of PMU measurements.  In this work, 
the research is carried out primarily on real PMU measurements.  The following 
are the main conclusions: 
a) A time skew problem is identified from measurements from different 
PMUs.  In other words, the synchronization might not be obtained even though 
PMU measurements are tagged with the same time stamps.  The time skew prob-
lem is caused by the inaccuracy of sampling clocks associated with PMUs.  Due 
to the procedural constraints in the field, it may be laborious and expensive to rec-
tify the problem in hardware.  A Kalman filter model is proposed to calculate the 
time skew error.  In this way, PMU measurements with time skew error corrected 
can be used in further applications. 
b) PMU measurements constitute a time series which is not free of noise.  A 
Kalman filter is capable of removing the noise from PMU measurements.  An 
adaptive strategy is developed based on the PTDFs to overcome the insensitivity 
of a regular Kalman filter.  Following the strategy, a system state change would 
be captured in real time.  Bad data detection and identification can be implement-
ed at the same time. 
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c) The accuracy of real PMU measurements is tested in a specific PMU in-
stallation scenario.  The transmission line parameters can be calculated when both 
ends are installed with PMUs.  Large discrepancies are observed between the cal-
culated results and parameters from the planning case.  A method is proposed to 
calculate the correction factors which indicate possible errors in both voltage and 
current phasors.  An approach using correction factors is also studied.  The cor-
rection factors can be used to compensate the errors of PMU measurements in real 
time. 
d) A practical issue has been addressed in this work regarding integration of 
PMU measurements into state estimation.  A buffer of PMU measurements is rec-
ommended to be processed in order to reduce the impact of random noise.  Con-
sidering the variation of system states, the buffer length should be carefully se-
lected.  Simulations are carried out on a real-life based test bed to illustrate the 
impact of buffer length when only considering the noise in PMU measurements 
and variation of system states respectively.  Analytical deduction is also provide 
to support the conclusions obtained through simulations.  In order to best improve 
the performance of state estimation, the tradeoff between the uncertainty of the 
measurements and the variation of system states requires the determination of an 
optimal buffer length of PMU measurements.  Since it is difficult to separate the 
noise and variation due to system state change, a method based on hypothesis test-
ing is proposed to obtain the optimal buffer length.  The procedure to determine 
the optimal buffer length is illustrated, and test cases based on actual PMU meas-
urements are provided.  By processing a buffer of measurements, the variance 
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could be easily calculated.  The measurement weight in state estimation is closely 
associated with the measurement variance.  As a result, processing a buffer of 
PMU measurements is also helpful for determining the corresponding weights in 
state estimation.  
8.2 Principal contributions of this research 
As an innovative study on the accuracy of real PMU measurements has 
been conducted, the research in this dissertation has made the following contribu-
tions: 
 Identification of faulty synchronization of PMU measurements 
Synchronization is the most important feature of PMU measurements.  
Many potential applications of PMU measurements are based on the synchroniza-
tion feature indicated by time stamps.  Analysis of real PMU measurements re-
veals that a time skew problem exists in measurements from different PMUs.  The 
cause of the time skew problem is due to inaccuracy of sampling clocks associat-
ed with PMUs.  Researchers should be aware of the time skew problem when ap-
plying PMU measurements in practical power system applications. 
 Novel method to assess the reliability of PMU measurements 
When the level of redundancy of PMU measurements is obtained in the 
network, reliability analysis of PMU measurements can be performed.  System 
state change reflected by the phasor measurements can be distinguished from bad 
data, since in both cases changes of measurements would be observed.  Further, 
when bad data are detected and identified, it is possible to best correct the bad da-
ta based on measurements from other PMUs in the network under study. 
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 Novel method to calibrate PMU measurements 
A study has been conducted to test the accuracy of PMU measurements.  
Mismatches exist between the voltage and current phasor measurements and 
transmission line parameters.  The possible errors arise from the instrumentation 
channel comprising the instrument transformer, the A/D converters, and the ca-
bles connecting them.  Correction factors are calculated to calibrate the phasor 
measurements. 
 Innovative study on integrating PMU measurements into state estimation 
Due to the different reporting rates of conventional and PMU measure-
ments, one important issue that needs to be addressed is how to integrate PMU 
measurements into state estimation.  An innovative study has been conducted to 
resolve this practical problem.   A buffer of PMU measurements is recommended 
to be processed to minimize the impact of noise the measurements.   In the mean-
time, the variance of the PMU measurements could be directly calculated which is 
helpful for determining the corresponding weight in state estimation. 
 Determination of optimal buffer length of PMU measurements in state estima-
tion 
Two competing aspects of PMU measurements need be considered when 
determining the optimal buffer length.  The first aspect is referred to as uncertain-
ty due to the noise in the measurements.  More measurements should be included 
to yield the best estimate when the system is static.  The second aspect is referred 
to as variation due to the change in the system states.  More measurements that 
are included would result in larger deviation due to system dynamics.  Simula-
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tions are carried out on a real-life based test bed.  The simulation results illustrate 
the impact of different buffer lengths on state estimation residual when only con-
sidering noise in measurements and variation of system states respectively.  Ana-
lytical illustrations are also provided.  An optimal buffer length needs be deter-
mined due to the tradeoff between noise in the measurements and variation due to 
system state change.  Since it is difficult to separate the noise and system state 
variation, a method to determine the optimal buffer length based on hypothesis 
testing is proposed.  The proposed method is tested on actual PMU measurements. 
8.3 Future work 
The main research in this dissertation focuses on analysis of accuracy of 
real PMU measurements in practical power systems.  The final objective relates to 
the utilization of PMU measurements in power system monitoring, protection and 
control.  As a result, the effectiveness of methods (i.e. PMU bad data detection 
and identification, calculation of correction factors, buffer length optimization in 
state estimation) proposed in the dissertation needs be tested in practical system 
applications.  Work focusing on the following aspects need be conducted in the 
future: 
 Test the effectiveness of the adaptive Kalman filter 
Due to insufficient number of PMUs in the practical study, the method 
proposed in Chapter 4 for system state change detection and identification could 
not be tested using real PMU measurements.  When the requirements of redun-
dancy of PMU measurements are met, the effectiveness of the adaptive Kalman 
filter can be tested especially under conditions when system states change or bad 
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data appear in PMU measurements.  The processed PMU measurements would 
reflect the real-time system states more accurately. 
 Apply signal processing technologies for ‘jump’ detection and identification 
In this dissertation, ‘jump’ detection and identification is based on meas-
urements from different PMUs.  The redundancy of PMU measurements is used 
to best estimate the change of system operating conditions.  It is meaningful to 
explore the possibility of applying more advanced and more appropriate modern 
signal processing technologies to fulfill the same objective in order to lower the 
requirements of redundancy of PMU measurements. 
 Apply the correction factors of PMU measurements in real applications 
The correction factors for voltage and current phasor are calculated based 
on real PMU measurements based on the assumption that the transmission param-
eters from the planning case are accurate.  As a result, further testing in real appli-
cation needs to done to determine whether the application of the correction factors 
would improve the performance of PMU measurements. 
 Test the effectiveness of the scheme of determining the optimal buffer length 
in a practical state estimator 
The scheme of determining the optimal buffer length is realized based on 
real PMU measurements.  The problem of how to integrate PMU measurements 
into the state estimation is addressed.  The effectiveness of using preprocessed 
PMU measurements need be tested in a practical state estimator.  Another issue 
that needs be addressed is how to assign proper weights to the processed PMU 
measurements.
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Most of the study in this dissertation is based on real PMU measurements.  
In the tables below, the descriptions of PMU names, and file IDs are provided for 
convenient citations in the dissertation.  There are 25 buses involved which are 
named as ‘S1’, ‘S2’, …, and ‘S25’ subsequently.  The PMUs are named corre-
sponding to the bus names at the two ends of a transmission line on which the 
PMU is installed. 
Table A.1 IDs and names of PMUs in a practical system 
PMU ID PMU Name 
1 S1-S24 
2 S2-S12 
3 S3-S16 
4 S4-S18 
5 S6-S10 
6 S6-S21 
7 S7-S22 
8 S9-S10 
9 S10-S6 
10 S10-S9 
11 S13-S3 
12 S13-S16 
13 S14-S11 
 
There are 4 sets of data files.  In Table A.2, the number of files in each set 
is listed in the second column, and the time duration of each file in each set is 
listed in the third column.  The file ID is formed by the following rule: ‘file #set 
number – file number’.  For example, file #1-4 denotes the 4th file in data set 1. 
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Table A.2 Summary of data files 
File set Number of files Time duration 
#1 4 3 minutes 
#2 5 3 minutes 
#3 2 5 minutes 
#4 480 3 minutes 
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In this section, a sample of Matlab cods is provided.  The codes selected 
are for the research purpose of calibrating synchronized phasor measurement data 
in power transmission systems which is illustrated in Chapter 6.  It should be not-
ed that the complete program is not shown, and only some functions are selected 
as examples.  In addition, the functions are not shown in detail due to page limita-
tions. 
The following is the main function of the program. 
clc;clear; 
close all; 
%**************************************************************** 
%May 17, 2010, assessment of the accuracy PMU data              *  
%Qing Zhang                                                     *  
%**************************************************************** 
%count the calculation time in seconds 
T_start = clock; 
%**************************************************************** 
%&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
LineID=4; 
Case_flag =1;%1 one TL; 2 two TL 
n_PMU = 16; 
n_Data= 5400;%the number of measurements 
%20091011-193900000-PosSeq-SRP.csv 
%20091101-033600000-PosSeq-SRP.csv 
%20091103-184500000-PosSeq-SRP.csv 
%20091105-022100000-PosSeq-SRP.csv 
filename = '20091101-033600000-PosSeq-SRP.csv'; 
Date = '(20091101-0336)'; 
%&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
%read topology data from file 
Topology_file = 'Set1_PMU.xls'; 
PMUname = cell(n_PMU,1); 
Voltage_level = zeros(n_PMU,1); 
[Voltage_level,PMUname] = xlsread(Topology_file,1,'B2:C17'); 
TL_summary = xlsread(Topology_file,1,'E2:H6'); 
TwoPMU = xlsread(Topology_file,1,'J2:L6'); 
TwoLineFourPMU = xlsread(Topology_file,'N2:R2'); 
Line_parameter = xlsread(Topology_file,2,'E2:I6'); 
  
%**************************************************************** 
%System base information 
Sbase = 100000000; %MVA 
Sbaseplot = 1000000; 
%Constants in calculation 
D2R = pi/180; 
R2D = 180/pi; 
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tstep = .0333333; 
T =1/30*n_Data; 
%**************************************************************** 
%read measurement from datafile 
t = 0:tstep:T-tstep; 
n_row = 1; 
n_col = 1; 
M = csvread(filename, n_row, n_col); 
[M_row,M_col] = size(M); 
Voltage =[]; 
VAngle = []; 
for i = 1:M_col 
    if rem(i+1,4)==0 
        Voltage =[Voltage M(:,i)]; 
    end 
    if rem(i,4)==0 
        VAngle =[VAngle  M(:,i)]; 
    end 
end 
save voltage Voltage 
save vangle VAngle 
         
[t_row,t_col] = size(t); 
if(M_row ~= t_col) 
    disp('Checking the file'); 
end 
switch Case_flag 
    case 1 
Frombus = TL_summary (LineID,2); 
Tobus =TL_summary(LineID,3); 
LineType = TL_summary(LineID,4); 
  
  
Vbase = Line_parameter(LineID,5)*1000;%kv 
Zbase = Vbase^2/Sbase; 
Vbase_str = num2str(Vbase); 
PMU_str = char(PMUname(Frombus)); 
TL_name = [Vbase_str, ' kV ', PMU_str]; 
TL_name = [TL_name, ' ', Date]; 
output_file = ['Summary_',PMU_str,Date,'.dat']; 
  
%**************************************************************** 
R = Line_parameter(LineID,1)*Zbase; 
X = Line_parameter(LineID,2)*Zbase; 
if(Frombus<Tobus) 
B1 = Line_parameter(LineID,3)/Zbase; 
B2 = Line_parameter(LineID,4)/Zbase; 
end 
if(Frombus>Tobus) 
B2 = Line_parameter(LineID,3)/Zbase; 
B1 = Line_parameter(LineID,4)/Zbase; 
end 
Line_ZB = [R X B1 B2]; 
Base =[Vbase Sbase]; 
%**************************************************************** 
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switch LineType 
    case 1 
        temp = [M(:,(Frombus-1)*4+1:1:Frombus*4) M(:,(Tobus-
1)*4+1:1:Tobus*4)]; 
        anglediff=temp(:,4)-temp(:,8); 
TL_TypeOne(t,temp,Frombus,Tobus,Line_ZB,output_file,filename,PMU_
str,TL_name,n_Data,Base); 
    case 2 
        temp = [M(:,(Frombus-1)*4+1:1:Frombus*4) M(:,(Tobus-
1)*4+3:1:Tobus*4)]; 
        
TL_TypeTwo(t,temp,Frombus,Tobus,Line_ZB,output_file,filename,PMU_
str,TL_name,n_Data,Base); 
end 
    case 2 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%! Tobus should be the bus with two PMUs 
Frombus1 = TwoLineFourPMU (LineID,2); 
Tobus1 =TwoLineFourPMU(LineID,3); 
Frombus2 = TwoLineFourPMU (LineID,4); 
Tobus2 =TwoLineFourPMU(LineID,5); 
  
%finding LineID in  TL summary 
[m,n]=size(TL_summary); 
for i=1:m 
    if(Frombus1>Tobus1) 
    if(TL_summary(i,2)==Tobus1&&TL_summary(i,3)==Frombus1) 
        LineID1 = TL_summary(i,1); 
    end 
    else 
    if(TL_summary(i,3)==Tobus1&&TL_summary(i,2)==Frombus1) 
        LineID1 = TL_summary(i,1); 
    end 
    end 
end 
for i=1:m 
    if(Frombus2>Tobus2) 
    if(TL_summary(i,2)==Tobus2&&TL_summary(i,3)==Frombus2) 
        LineID2 = TL_summary(i,1); 
    end 
    else 
    if(TL_summary(i,3)==Tobus2&&TL_summary(i,2)==Frombus2) 
        LineID2 = TL_summary(i,1); 
    end 
    end 
end 
  
Vbase = Line_parameter(LineID1,5)*1000;%kv 
Zbase = Vbase^2/Sbase; 
Vbase_str = num2str(Vbase); 
  
PMU_str1 = char(PMUname(Frombus1)); 
TL_name1 = [Vbase_str, ' kV ', PMU_str1]; 
TL_name1 = [TL_name1, ' ', Date]; 
output_file1 = ['Summary_',PMU_str1,Date,'2.dat']; 
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PMU_str2 = char(PMUname(Frombus2)); 
TL_name2 = [Vbase_str, ' kV ', PMU_str2]; 
TL_name2 = [TL_name2, ' ', Date]; 
output_file2 = ['Summary_',PMU_str2,Date,'2.dat']; 
  
%**************************************************************** 
R1 = Line_parameter(LineID1,1)*Zbase; 
X1 = Line_parameter(LineID1,2)*Zbase; 
if(Frombus1<Tobus1) 
B11 = Line_parameter(LineID1,3)/Zbase; 
B12 = Line_parameter(LineID1,4)/Zbase; 
end 
if(Frombus1>Tobus1) 
B12 = Line_parameter(LineID1,3)/Zbase; 
B11 = Line_parameter(LineID1,4)/Zbase; 
end 
Line_ZB1 = [R1 X1 B11 B12]; 
%**************************************************************** 
R2 = Line_parameter(LineID2,1)*Zbase; 
X2 = Line_parameter(LineID2,2)*Zbase; 
if(Frombus2<Tobus2) 
B21 = Line_parameter(LineID2,3)/Zbase; 
B22 = Line_parameter(LineID2,4)/Zbase; 
end 
if(Frombus2>Tobus2) 
B22 = Line_parameter(LineID2,3)/Zbase; 
B21 = Line_parameter(LineID2,4)/Zbase; 
end 
Line_ZB2 = [R2 X2 B21 B22]; 
%**************************************************************** 
temp1 = [M(:,(Frombus1-1)*4+1:1:Frombus1*4) M(:,(Tobus1-
1)*4+1:1:Tobus1*4)]; 
temp2 = [M(:,(Frombus2-1)*4+1:1:Frombus2*4) M(:,(Tobus2-
1)*4+1:1:Tobus2*4)]; 
temp=[temp1 temp2]; 
Frombus=[Frombus1; Frombus2]; 
Tobus=[Tobus1; Tobus2]; 
Line_ZB = [Line_ZB1;Line_ZB2]; 
Base =[Vbase Sbase]; 
output_file = cell(2,1); 
output_file(1)=cellstr(output_file1); 
output_file(2)=cellstr(output_file2); 
PMU_str = cell(2,1); 
PMU_str(1) = cellstr(PMU_str1); 
PMU_str(2) = cellstr(PMU_str2); 
TL_name = cell(2,1); 
TL_name(1) = cellstr(TL_name1); 
TL_name(2) = cellstr(TL_name2); 
TL_TypeThree(t,temp,Frombus,Tobus,Line_ZB,output_file,filename,PM
U_str,TL_name,n_Data,Base); 
end 
%count the calculation time in seconds 
Simulation_time = etime(clock,T_start) 
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The purpose of the function ‘TL_TypeOne’ is dealing with ‘Case 1’ which 
is illustrated in Chapter 6. 
function 
TL_TypeOne(t,M,Frombus,Tobus,Line_ZB,output_file,filename,PMU_str
,TL_name,n_meas,Base) 
%**************************************************************** 
D2R = pi/180; 
R2D = 180/pi; 
Sbaseplot = 1000000; 
R = Line_ZB(1); 
X = Line_ZB(2); 
B1 = Line_ZB(3); 
B2 = Line_ZB(4); 
% seperate magnitude and angle of current and voltage 
I1_m = M(:,1); 
I1_a = M(:,2); 
V1_m = M(:,3); 
V1_a = M(:,4); 
I2_m = M(:,5); 
I2_a = M(:,6); 
V2_m = M(:,7); 
V2_a = M(:,8); 
I1 = I1_m.*exp(1i*I1_a*D2R); 
I2 = I2_m.*exp(1i*I2_a*D2R); 
V1 = V1_m.*exp(1i*V1_a*D2R); 
V2 = V2_m.*exp(1i*V2_a*D2R); 
%filter bad measurements 
M_filtered = FilterBadMeasurement(M); 
I1_filtered = M_filtered(:,1).*exp(1i*M_filtered(:,2)*D2R); 
I2_filtered = M_filtered(:,5).*exp(1i*M_filtered(:,6)*D2R); 
V1_filtered = M_filtered(:,3).*exp(1i*M_filtered(:,4)*D2R); 
V2_filtered = M_filtered(:,7).*exp(1i*M_filtered(:,8)*D2R); 
%****************************************************************
********** 
temp = AngleNorm(V1_a-I1_a); 
phi1=mean(temp); 
temp = AngleNorm(V2_a-I2_a); 
phi2=mean(temp); 
S1=mean(V1_m.*I1_m); 
S2=mean(V2_m.*I2_m); 
PF=[phi1 phi2 S1 S2]; 
%**************************************************************** 
%calculate TL impedance from voltage and current 
[Impedance_calculated] 
=CalImepedance(I1_filtered,I2_filtered,V1_filtered,V2_filtered); 
disp('Impedance checking completed!'); 
%**************************************************************** 
%calculate current from voltage and TL impedance 
[Cur-
rent_cal,Current_diff]=CalCurrent(Line_ZB,I1_filtered,I2_filtered
,V1_filtered,V2_filtered); 
Current_diff_ave = mean(Current_diff); 
disp('Current checking completed!'); 
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%**************************************************************** 
%calculate correction factor 
%voltage, current, PQ, Pmismatch, cf magnitude. 
[Meas_After,CF,Vin]=NR_New(Line_ZB,I1_filtered,I2_filtered,V1_fil
tered,V2_filtered,Base,n_meas); 
disp('Correction factor calculation completed!'); 
   
%**************************************************************** 
%comparison before and after 
%Calculate P Q using measurements 
[err_bf,err_info_bf,Power_bf,Power_info_bf]=PowerMismatch(Line_ZB
,V1_filtered,V2_filtered,I1_filtered,I2_filtered); 
I1_af = Meas_After(:,1).*exp(1i*Meas_After(:,2)*D2R); 
I2_af = Meas_After(:,5).*exp(1i*Meas_After(:,6)*D2R); 
V1_af = Meas_After(:,3).*exp(1i*Meas_After(:,4)*D2R); 
V2_af = Meas_After(:,7).*exp(1i*Meas_After(:,8)*D2R); 
  
[err_af,err_info_af,Power_af,Power_info_af]=PowerMismatchAfter(Li
ne_ZB,V1_af,V2_af,I1_af,I2_af,Vin); 
save CFmat CF Meas_After M_filtered Line_ZB 
CF_V = mean(CF(:,5:8)); 
CF_V_std = std(CF(:,5:8)); 
CF_I = mean(CF(:,1:4)); 
CF_I_std = std(CF(:,1:4)); 
vcf_diff=CF(:,6)-CF(:,8); 
icf_diff=CF(:,2)-CF(:,4); 
Va_diff_bf = AngleNorm(M_filtered(:,4)-M_filtered(:,8)); 
Va_diff_af = AngleNorm(Meas_After(:,4)-Meas_After(:,8)); 
A_diff_sum =[mean(Va_diff_bf) std(Va_diff_bf); 
    mean(Va_diff_af) std(Va_diff_af); 
    mean(vcf_diff) std(vcf_diff); 
    mean(icf_diff) std(icf_diff);]; 
%**************************************************************** 
%output to file 
% output correction factor to data file 
CF_M=[Frombus CF_I(1,1) CF_I(1,2) CF_V(1,1) CF_V(1,2); 
    Frombus CF_I_std(1,1) CF_I_std(1,2) CF_V_std(1,1) 
CF_V_std(1,2); 
    Tobus CF_I(1,3) CF_I(1,4) CF_V(1,3) CF_V(1,4); 
    Tobus CF_I_std(1,3) CF_I_std(1,4) CF_V_std(1,3) 
CF_V_std(1,4);]; 
CF_file = [TL_name,'.csv']; 
csvwrite(CF_file,CF_M); 
Adiff_file = [TL_name,'Adiff.csv']; 
csvwrite(Adiff_file,A_diff_sum); 
  
  
…… 
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The purpose of the function ‘NR_New’ is to calculate the correction fac-
tors. 
function 
[Meas_After,CF_M,Vin_M]=NR_New(Line_ZB,I1,I2,V1,V2,Base,n_meas) 
Meas_After =[]; 
CF_M=[]; 
Vin_M=[]; 
D2R = pi/180; 
R2D = 180/pi; 
%n_Var ==10 consider Vinduce 
%n_Var ==8 not consider Vinduce 
n_Var =8; 
%for NR method 
n_M = n_meas; 
n_meas =1; 
  
%just consider Ti1=Ti2=1 
dimension =[1:16 19 20]; 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%p.u. all measurements 
Meas = [I1 I2 V1 V2]; 
V_Base = Base(1); %kV 
S_Base = Base(2); %MVA 
Z_Base = V_Base^2/S_Base; 
Line_ZB(1,1)=Line_ZB(1,1)/Z_Base; 
Line_ZB(1,2)=Line_ZB(1,2)/Z_Base; 
Line_ZB(1,3)=Line_ZB(1,3)*Z_Base; 
Line_ZB(1,4)=Line_ZB(1,4)*Z_Base; 
  
I_Base =S_Base/V_Base; 
I1_M = I1/I_Base; 
I2_M = I2/I_Base; 
V1_M = V1/V_Base; 
V2_M = V2/V_Base; 
Meas_M(:,1:2)=Meas(:,1:2)/I_Base; 
Meas_M(:,3:4)=Meas(:,3:4)/V_Base; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
for n=1:n_M 
    if(rem(n,100)==0) 
        n 
    end 
step=1; 
delta = Inf; 
endsgn = 0.001; 
n_loop =0; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
I1=I1_M(n,1);I2=I2_M(n,1); 
V1=V1_M(n,1);V2=V2_M(n,1); 
Meas = Meas_M(n,:); 
%the start point of correction factor 
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CF_zero = [1 0*D2R 1  0*D2R 1 0*D2R 1 0*D2R]'; 
  
X_zero = zeros(n_Var*n_meas,1); 
for i =1:n_meas 
    X_zero(n_Var*(i-1)+1)=abs(I1(i,1)); 
    X_zero(n_Var*(i-1)+2)=angle(I1(i,1)); 
    X_zero(n_Var*(i-1)+3)=abs(I2(i,1)); 
    X_zero(n_Var*(i-1)+4)=angle(I2(i,1)); 
    X_zero(n_Var*(i-1)+5)=abs(V1(i,1)); 
    X_zero(n_Var*(i-1)+6)=angle(V1(i,1)); 
    X_zero(n_Var*(i-1)+7)=abs(V2(i,1)); 
    X_zero(n_Var*(i-1)+8)=angle(V2(i,1)); 
    if(n_Var==10) 
        X_zero(n_Var*(i-1)+9)=0; 
        X_zero(n_Var*(i-1)+10)=0; 
    end 
end 
X_zero =[X_zero;CF_zero]; 
X = X_zero; 
     
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%NR method 
while (delta>endsgn&&n_loop<100) 
    Fx = NRvalue_rate_New(Meas,X,Line_ZB,n_Var,n_meas); 
    J=NRformJacobian_New(X,Line_ZB,n_Var,n_meas); 
    J_used =J(dimension,:); 
    Fx_used = Fx(dimension,:); 
    temp = pinv(J_used); 
    deltaX = pinv(J_used)*Fx_used ; 
    deltaCF = deltaX(n_Var*n_meas+1:n_Var*n_meas+8,1); 
    delta = max(abs(deltaX)); 
    temp = cond(J_used); 
    X = X-step*pinv(J_used)*Fx_used; 
    n_loop = n_loop+1; 
end 
  
  
CF_inv = X(n_Var*n_meas+1:n_Var*n_meas+8,1); 
  
for i=1:4 
    CF_inv(2*i,1)=CF_inv(2*i,1)*R2D; 
end 
for i=1:4 
    CF(2*(i-1)+1,1)=1/CF_inv(2*(i-1)+1,1); 
    CF(2*i,1)=rem(-CF_inv(2*i,1),360); 
end 
  
CF_M=[CF_M;CF']; 
…… 
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The purpose of the function ‘NRformJacobian_New’ is to form the 
jacobian matrix which is used in the process of correction factor calculation. 
function [J]=NRformJacobian_New(X,Line_ZB,n_Var,n_meas) 
%There are 9 equations for each set of measurements 
n_J = 18; 
%Transmission line constants 
R = Line_ZB(1); 
Xx = Line_ZB(2); 
B1 = Line_ZB(3); 
B2 = Line_ZB(4); 
Z = R+1i*Xx; 
a = -(1i*B1+1/Z);a_m = abs(a);a_a = angle(a); 
b = 1/Z;b_m = abs(b);b_a = angle(b); 
c = -1/Z;c_m = abs(c);c_a = angle(c); 
  
d = b; d_m = abs(d);d_a = angle(d); 
e = -(1i*B2+1/Z);e_m = abs(e);e_a = angle(e); 
f = d;f_m = abs(f);f_a = angle(f); 
  
g = 1i*B1-1/conj(Z); g_m = abs(g); g_a = angle(g); 
h =1/conj(Z); h_m = abs(h); h_a = angle(h); 
j = -h; j_m = abs(j);j_a =angle(j); 
  
k = 1i*B2-1/conj(Z); k_m = abs(k); k_a = angle(k); 
l =1/conj(Z); l_m = abs(l); l_a = angle(l); 
m = h; m_m = abs(m);m_a =angle(m); 
  
Ti1_m = X(n_Var*n_meas+1,1); 
Ti1_a = X(n_Var*n_meas+2,1); 
Ti2_m = X(n_Var*n_meas+3,1); 
Ti2_a = X(n_Var*n_meas+4,1); 
Tv1_m = X(n_Var*n_meas+5,1); 
Tv1_a = X(n_Var*n_meas+6,1); 
Tv2_m = X(n_Var*n_meas+7,1); 
Tv2_a = X(n_Var*n_meas+8,1); 
for i = 1:n_meas 
    I1_m=X(n_Var*(i-1)+1); 
    I1_a=X(n_Var*(i-1)+2); 
    I2_m=X(n_Var*(i-1)+3); 
    I2_a=X(n_Var*(i-1)+4); 
    V1_m=X(n_Var*(i-1)+5); 
    V1_a=X(n_Var*(i-1)+6); 
    V2_m=X(n_Var*(i-1)+7); 
    V2_a=X(n_Var*(i-1)+8); 
    if (n_Var==10) 
        Vin_m=X(10*(i-1)+9); 
        Vin_a=X(10*(i-1)+10); 
    else 
        Vin_m=0; 
        Vin_a=0; 
    end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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T_m = Ti1_m; T_a = Ti1_a; M_m = I1_m;M_a = I1_a; 
theta = T_a+M_a;  
%delt I1_m delt I1_a 
J(n_J*i-n_J+1,n_Var*(i-1)+1) = T_m*cos(theta); 
J(n_J*i-n_J+1,n_Var*(i-1)+2) = -T_m*M_m*sin(theta); 
J(n_J*i-n_J+2,n_Var*(i-1)+1) = T_m*sin(theta); 
J(n_J*i-n_J+2,n_Var*(i-1)+2) = T_m*M_m*cos(theta); 
%delt Ti1_m delt Ti1_a 
J(n_J*i-n_J+1,n_Var*n_meas+1) = M_m*cos(theta); 
J(n_J*i-n_J+1,n_Var*n_meas+2) = -T_m*M_m*sin(theta); 
J(n_J*i-n_J+2,n_Var*n_meas+1) = M_m*sin(theta); 
J(n_J*i-n_J+2,n_Var*n_meas+2) = T_m*M_m*cos(theta); 
  
T_m = Ti2_m; T_a = Ti2_a; M_m = I2_m;M_a = I2_a; 
theta = T_a+M_a;  
%delt I2_m delt I2_a 
J(n_J*i-n_J+3,n_Var*(i-1)+3) = T_m*cos(theta); 
J(n_J*i-n_J+3,n_Var*(i-1)+4) = -T_m*M_m*sin(theta); 
J(n_J*i-n_J+4,n_Var*(i-1)+3) = T_m*sin(theta); 
J(n_J*i-n_J+4,n_Var*(i-1)+4) = T_m*M_m*cos(theta); 
%delt Ti2_m delt Ti2_a 
J(n_J*i-n_J+3,n_Var*n_meas+3) = M_m*cos(theta); 
J(n_J*i-n_J+3,n_Var*n_meas+4) = -T_m*M_m*sin(theta); 
J(n_J*i-n_J+4,n_Var*n_meas+3) = M_m*sin(theta); 
J(n_J*i-n_J+4,n_Var*n_meas+4) = T_m*M_m*cos(theta); 
  
T_m = Tv1_m; T_a = Tv1_a; M_m = V1_m; M_a = V1_a; 
theta = T_a+M_a;  
%delt V1_m delt V1_a 
J(n_J*i-n_J+5,n_Var*(i-1)+5) = T_m*cos(theta); 
J(n_J*i-n_J+5,n_Var*(i-1)+6) = -T_m*M_m*sin(theta); 
J(n_J*i-n_J+6,n_Var*(i-1)+5) = T_m*sin(theta); 
J(n_J*i-n_J+6,n_Var*(i-1)+6) = T_m*M_m*cos(theta); 
%delt Tv1_m delt Tv1_a 
J(n_J*i-n_J+5,n_Var*n_meas+5) = M_m*cos(theta); 
J(n_J*i-n_J+5,n_Var*n_meas+6) = -T_m*M_m*sin(theta); 
J(n_J*i-n_J+6,n_Var*n_meas+5) = M_m*sin(theta); 
J(n_J*i-n_J+6,n_Var*n_meas+6) = T_m*M_m*cos(theta); 
T_m = Tv2_m; T_a = Tv2_a; M_m = V2_m; M_a = V2_a; 
theta = T_a+M_a;  
%delt V2_m delt V2_a 
J(n_J*i-n_J+7,n_Var*(i-1)+7) = T_m*cos(theta); 
J(n_J*i-n_J+7,n_Var*(i-1)+8) = -T_m*M_m*sin(theta); 
J(n_J*i-n_J+8,n_Var*(i-1)+7) = T_m*sin(theta); 
J(n_J*i-n_J+8,n_Var*(i-1)+8) = T_m*M_m*cos(theta); 
%delt Tv2_m delt Tv2_a 
J(n_J*i-n_J+7,n_Var*n_meas+7) = M_m*cos(theta); 
J(n_J*i-n_J+7,n_Var*n_meas+8) = -T_m*M_m*sin(theta); 
J(n_J*i-n_J+8,n_Var*n_meas+7) = M_m*sin(theta); 
J(n_J*i-n_J+8,n_Var*n_meas+8) = T_m*M_m*cos(theta); 
 
…… 
